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ABSTRACT

BecauseofÈheclosetiesbetweenDanteGabrielRossettiand'
Witliam Morris and the apparent similarity between their works,
victorian critics

assumed

many

that thei]r ari- was closely connected', seeing

in it a self-conscious attempt to establish a second Pre-Raphael-ite
movement- while modern critics have modified the Victorian assessmenÈ
influence,
somewhat, judging Morrists work to be free of Rossetti's
especiallyfollowíngthebreakintheirfriendship,astudyofthe
primary sources indicates that the two artists v¡ere more deeply
divided in their attitudes towards art than even the mod'ern assessment
It is the purpose of this thesis to determine the extent to
which Rossetti and. Morris were divided in their views abouÈ art by
allows.

studying their works, their letters,

Rossettíts art criticism'

and

Morris I s lectures..

AspectsofthepersonalinteractionbetweenRossetÈiandMorris,
in the
especially the effects of influence and imitation' are studied'
first

chapter, in relatìon to their views about art'

believed that Èhe great artist

Rossetti

is divinely inspired, standing apart

from his fellows by virtue of his vision..

For hjm, the artistls

duty

the immortal
is to reYeal- manrs reLation to the divine' portreying
speaks
nature of man. lbrris, in contrast, believed' tl¡at the artist
in the voice of the people, his proper concern being with matters
mundane.Thepurposeofart,accordingtoMorris,istoenrichand

lL

to reflect the guality of this life.
The following two chapters deal with Rossetti and Morris

exploring the degree to which each artist's

individually,

statements compfement and illustrate

Rossettits

his literary

theoretical

and visual work'

views about art are expressed in early pieces such as

"Hand and SOulr', Èhe SonneÈS "Old and New ÞJt", and his numerOus

critiques of modern painters, 44d these opinions are reiÈerated, with
only slight shift în emphasis, in later poens such as "soothsay",
"Transfigured Lìfelr, t'The songi-Throe", and the "Introductory sonnet"
That Morris's views about art differ from
from The House "J_l,if".
Rossetti's is evident even in his early literary works, "The Story of

the unknown church,t' qlre Defence of Guênev volume, and The Earthly
Paradise; raÈher than esÈablish his connection with Rossetti, the

attltud.es expressed in these early pieces bear closer relation to
Morris,s olvn artistic theory, as it is articulated in his lectures
or in hís Utopian fiction,

News front'Nowhere'

Finally, the last chapter directly contrasts the attitudes toward.s
art and the artist

expressed by Rossetti and Morris Ín their literary

v/orks. Inlhile Rossettits art attempted to portray the immortal
nature of
human

¡nan.,

spirit-

Morrists art posited the continuity of earth and the

CHAPTER ONE
DANTE GABRIEL ROSSETTT AND WTLLTAM },IORRÍS:

THE PURPOSE OF ART AND THE ROLE OF THE ARTTST

Dante Gabriel Rossetti and William Morris shared an intimate

professional and personal relationship between 1856 and l-87I, years in
which they became mutually involved in several artistic

projects.

Although the divergence between Rossetti and lulorris \^las shadowed in

the early years of their relationship,

in 1871 the two were still

close

enough to assume joint tenancy in KelmscoÈt Manor; from this point on

their relationship deterioraÈed. Both men shared the unique abitity
to create in either the literary

or the visual arts with equal

compe-

fêïìr:e- Frrrther. their \dork was similar in its tendency to focus upon
subjects from the past, usually derived from literary
Victorian critics

sources. As a
yoked their work

resu1t of these similarities,

many

together, often to i]lustrate

a second development of the Pre-Raphaelite

movement. Most modern criÈics have stressed the differences between

Rossetti and lvþrris, which become increasinEly evident in their l-ater
works,

and. consequently

the term Pre-Raphaelite is no longer stríctly

applied to them. To supply evidence for this evaluation, criÈics
usually contrast aspects of their |aÈer work, confining Rossettirs
influence upon tr4orris to early productionsCertainly Morris praised Rossetti as the guiding force behind
I

his short lived but intense devotion to painting: "Rossetti says Ï
ought to paint, he says f shall be ablei now as he is a very great
man, and speaks with authority and not as the scribes, I must try"i
1

and later, "I want to imitate Gabriel as much as I can"'- Morris's
poetry, however, does not result so directly from Rossetti's influence'
and his letters confirm that his poetic endeavours prefigure their

works, "The Story of the

meetinq.2 Even in his early literary

Unknown

Church", The Defence of Guenevere volume, and The Earthty Paradise'

manyofthestatemenÈsthatMorrismakesaboutthepurposeofartand
the role of the artist suggest that his attitude differs significantly
from Rossetti,sr rather than establish his connection with Rossetti'
these statements bear c10ser relation to Morris's own artistic theory'

as it is later
News

articulated in his lectures or in his utopian fiction

from NowhereAs Èhe division which exists between the work of Rossetti

and

the
Morris has not been fully explored, this thesis aims to clarify
d.ivision by comparing the artistsr statements about the purpose of art
and the role of the artist.

which appear in their literary

outside the literature,

The first

chapter will compare statements

work, supplemented by theír

in letters,

comments

lectures, or criticism-

signifi-

cant aspects of the personal inÈeraction between Rossetti and Morris '
in
especially the effects of influence and imitation, will be examined
relation to their views about art.

The following two chapÈers will

deal with RossetÈi and Morris individually,
which each artist's

exploring the degree to

theoretical statements complement and illustrate

his fiterary and visual work. Finally, the last chapter will

compare

3

Rossetti and trl!f,rris more directly,

defining and underlining the differ-

ences between their work-

Vlhile Morris's mature statements about the purpose of art and the
role of the artist are found mainly in extraliterary sources from his
later years, Rossetti's viev¡s are well articulated in his early work,

in both hís literature

and.

criticism.

Early pieces, such as "Hand and

soul," the sonnets "old and New Artt" and his numerous critiques of
modern painters, express an attitude towards art which he retains
throughout his work. Later poems, such as "soothsêY", and "Transfigured Life',, ,'The Song-Throe'', and the ',Introductory Sonnet'. from
The House of Life, exemplify this continuity'

EveninaSlxnmaÏycomparison,itbecomesinunediatelyapparent
thaÈ Rossetti,s estimation of the purpose of art and the role of the
artist differed radically from Morris's point of view. Rossetti
believed that the artist must study his own soul for transcendent
revelations. In ,rHand and soultt he described the successful
cul-mination of the artistrs

inspiration;

guest for a

moment

of perfect creative

the painÈer chiaro is confronted by a vision of his

sou1, which represents the triple

own

idea]-s of 1ove, truth and beauty,

and in which his connection with the Divine and mankind is revealed'

Rossetti describes this visitation

in mystical terms;

Give thou to God no more than He asketh of
ttree; but to man also, that which is manrs'
In all thou doest, work from thine own heart'
simply; for iris heart is as thine' when thine
is wise and humbte; and he shall have understanding of thee-. one drop of rain is as
another, and the sun's prism in all; and
shalt thou not be as he, whose lives are the

breath of one? Only by making thyself hís
equal can he learn to hold communion with thee'
and at last own thee above him' ' 'I(rrow that
there is but this means whereby thou mayst serve
God with man:--Set thine hand and thy soul to
serve man with God-r

ff the painter's

hand. porÈrays

sonnet "Transfigured Life"

his soul, So must the poet.S, as the

suggests. The poet cannot merely

transcribe his emotions, but must give them new birth and meaning in
his work:
So in the song, the singerts Joy and Pain,
lts very Parents, evermore exPand'
To bid the passion's fullgrown birth remain
By Artrs transfiguring essence subtly spanned;--("Transfigured Life", XL, P- 94)

The artist,

according to Rossettir receives a special gift of grace,

Divine insofar as it represents the Eternal, his creative performance
being thus insPired and ecstatic '
As the passage quoted from "Hand. and soul" suggests, Rossetti

bel-ieved that the artist

must celebrate both his humanity and his

special connection with the Divine, which places him apart from contnon
man;theartistcanexpectmanto',owntheeltheartist]abovehim.''
As opposed to the deliberate didacticism of the uninspired artist'

who

appealstohismindratherÈhantohisheartfortruth,andbecomes
',asaclothd.rawnbeforethelight,thatthelookermaynotbe
blinded...but...sheweththerebythegrainofitsowncoarseness'',
Rossetti suggested Èhat the inspired artist becomes a natural mediator
between God and man ("Hand and Soul", p' 553)'

divided into a tri-level

hierarchy-=Divinity'

He envisioned

artist'

a

cosmos

and coinmon man'

5

while each of these leveLs is informed by elements of the

human and the

Divine, the proportíon of the latter determines ascendancy- Although
the artist,s position in this scheme sounds very like the place awarded
r-n 1-he ¡noels in the Renaissance Great Chain of Being, Rossetti's
s¡¡Y

vå

v

+¡

insisÈence upon the artistrs
discourages this Parallel

humanity, his physical existence,

-

Rossetti assumed then, that Èhe artist's

transcendent visions

strike a responsive chord in the Ìrearts of men. an attitude typically
expressed in his art criticism:
From time to time, howeverf a poeË or a

painter has caught the music, and strayed
in Èhrough the close sÈems: Èhe spell is
on hìs hand and his lips like the sleep
of the LoÈus-eaters, and his record shal]
be vague and fitful;
Yet will we be in
waitingr âr¡d open our eyes and our earst
for the broken song has snatches of an enchanted
harmony, and the glimpses are glimpses of
Ed,en ( "Kenned Y " , P. 57 5) '
If Rossetti claimed that al1 men are artisÈs, he believed this only
insofar as they can grasp the artist's vision, insofar as they, too,
are possessed of a "poetict' soul.
Although Rossetti believed that a great artist must be inspiredt
he did not undermine the i:nportance of skill

and intellectual

energy

to a final work. He recognized a difference between the inspired
conception, only visiÈed upon those who practise introspection, and
the careful execuÈion v¡hich must ensue- On these grounds, Rossetti
elevated Memling above his mentokVan Elzck:
Van E\rck I s picture at the gallery may gi've you
some idea of Èhe style adopted by Memling in

these great pictures; but the tight and colour
is much less poetical in Van Eyck's, partly
owing to his being a more sober subject and'
interiorr-but partly also, I believe, to the A
instrinsic superiority of Memling's intellect'=

Morris opposed Rossetti's view directly:

"That talk of

inspiration is sheer nonsense. . .I may tell you that flat,

there is

no

(
such thing. "f, He believed that Èhe fine arts are perfected by those
who "have won mastery over Èheir craft by dint of incredible toil'

paínstaking and anxiety."o

According to Morris's theory, the artist,

with his craft perfected., should discover his subject in the tradition
thaÈ he shared with his people; his work should then unfold

organically.

While he would have agreed with Rossetti that an artist

should cormnunicate his deepest, most genuine passions, Morris believed

that these are only meaningful if they grow from and thereby embody
the passions of his fellow meni the poet must become "the voice through
which the poeÈry of mankind speaks-"7 from Morris's point of view,
every man is an artist,

since the best art communicates with the

people in a voice that is as theirs.
And so Morris believed that every man is literally

an artist;

he

claimed that the fine arts are bound in symbiotic union to the lesser
arts, the handicraft art of the people, in a trealthy, creative society'
According to his view of art history, the lesser arts are the found'-

ation and definition

of all- creative endeavour, as they exemplify

well the primary aim of art:

so

"Art made by the people and for the

people, as a joy to the maker and the user.,,8 He believed Èhat the
fine arts had developed as an offshoot of the lesser arts only

when

civilization

grew in comPlexitY:
Time was when the mystery and wonder of
handicrafts were well acknowledged by the
world, when imagination and fancy mingled
with all things made by man; and in those
days all handicraftsmen were artists' as we
should now call them. But the thought of
man became more intricate' more difficult
to express; art gres¡ a heavier thing to deal
with, and its labour was more divided among
great men, lesser menr and litÈle men; til1
that art, which was once scarce more than a
rest of body and soul as the hand cast the
shuttle or swung the hammer, became to some
men so serious a labour, that their working
lives have been one long Èragedy of hope and
fear, joy and trouble. Thís was the growth
of art; like all growth, it was good and
fruitful for awhile; like all fruitful
growth, it grew into decay; like all decay
it will grow into
of what was once fruitful,
something new (XXII, P. 9) -

As this passage suggests, Morris suspected that the nineteenth century'

a period of decadence and decline, could not adequately nurture
artisèic creativity.

He feared the degrading effect of growing

mechanizaÈion upon the people; as a dail-y pursuit useless toil

replaced the lesser, decorative arts.

He

had

believed that the people were

suffering in that they no longer received pleasure from art; art,
itself, v/as suffering in that it no longer reflected the vital
impulses and emotions of society, having become rather the expression

of a s¡nal-l elite groupMorris's hopes for art lay in the future, as he believed that the
existing society must be shaken to its roots, if man was to move
beyond merely mechanical or whol-Iy intellectual

instead with his imagination, intuition

thought, and deal

and emotioni man must

I
reactivate his faculty for non-rational perception, which both fosters
and informs all meaningful creative work.

The society in News from

Nowhere, Morris's ideal, is organized on the belief that handicrafts,

both useful and creative, can supply all man's needs; these acÈivities
are encouraged above intellectual

pursuits, as one scholarly character

in the novel laments:
f know he thinks me rather a grinder, and despises
me for not being very deft with my hands: that's
the way nowadays. I'rom what I have read of the
nineteenth-century literaÈure (and I have read a
good deal), it is clear to me that this is a
kind of revenge for the stupidity of that day.
which despised evervbodv who coul-d use his
hands (XIV, p. 20) .
As the novel emphasizes, Morris believed thaÈ society musÈ aspíre to

conditions which allow, simple, happy, and equal existence for all.
He

predicted that this change would occur, either by revolutionary

upheaval or, as his more optimistic letters suggest, by peaceful

evolution.

Tn "The Deeper Meaning of the Struggle", a letter of 1893'

his position is clarified:
I do not believe in the possibility of keeping
art vigorously alive by the action, however
energetic, of a few groups of specialty gifted
men and their smatl circle of admirers amidst
a general pubJ-ic incapable of understanding
and enjoying their work. f hold firmly to the
opinion thaÈ all schools of art must be in the
future, as Èhey have been in the past' the
outcome of the aspirations of the people towards
And
Èhe beauty and Èhe Èrue pleasure of life.
further, now that democracy is building up a
new order, which is slow1y arising from the
confusion of the commercial period, these
aspi-rations of the people towards beauty can
only be born from a condition of practical
equality of economical condition amongst the

Lastly, I am so confident
that this equality will be gained, that I am
prepared to accept as a consequence of the
process of that gain, the seeming disappearance
of what art is now left us; because I am sure
that that witl be but a temporary loss, Èo be
followed by a genuine new birth of arÈ, which
witl be the spontaneous expression of Èhe
pleasure of life innate in the whole people'9
whole population.

The past is often ídealized in

like his UtoPia than an historical

Morrists literature, soundinq

more

accounf:

relling a tale of times long passed away,
!,ihen men might cross a kingdom in a day,
And kings remembered they should one day die,
And all folk dwett in great simplicity
("TJre EarÈh1y Paradise", fII, p. 84)'
In his lectures, though, Morris admitÈed that political

oppression and

violence existed in the Middle Ages; these were balanced by general
creative pursuit in the lesser arts and a strong sense of conrnunity so
that "it was possible then Èo have social, organic, hopeful progressive
art; whereas now such poor scraps of it as are left are the result of
individual- and wasteful sÈruggle, are retrospective and pessimistic"
(XXIII, p. g9). ilo.n Morris, nineteenùh century art was "on1y a
't rì

survival of the organic art of the past"'-"

Unlike Morris, lgho redefined the term art as iL is generally
understood by emphasizing the genres of the lesser arts above the

fine arts, Rossetti was content to reform. fine art within the bounds
of iÈs existing genïes; because he believed great art to be divinely
inspired, he criticized

art that reflects conventional response'

one

of the founding principles of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood was that
art need not foflow the dicÈates of the Royal Academy and the rules laLd-

10

down

by Joshua Reynolds in his discor:rses. Rossetti

condemmned the

influence of these dictates and rules in contemporary paintings'
suggesting that exhibitions had begnrn to resembte åne another when so
"are strivìng to do exactly the same thing as others. .
have doner--making use of exactly the same means as those who have gone
before them, in hope of the same result and no more" ("Exhibition of

many

artists

l4odern British Art at Èhe Old !,tater-colour Gallery, 1850", P' 57L) '

tt follows that Rossetti believed that great art may be created in any
ê9ê, as the truly inspired artist relies upon himself' his soul' to
comprehend

visions of the Divine.

unlike Morris, Rossetti believed

that great works from the past should spark a spirít of healthy rivalry
in the artist; past masters should encourage the painter to hope that
his wil-l be "The hand which after the appointed days /

And'

hours shall

give a future to their past" ("The Husbandman", LxxvÏ, p. 100).
Although Rossetti shared Morris's admiration for many works from the
mediaeval period, he did not restrict

his appreciations to this

age

alone, as the eclectic nature of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhoodrs
,,List of Inunortals" indicatesi Jesus christ heads Èhe list of 'lthe few
far-seeing ones who revealed. vast visions of beauty to mankind,"
ranging from chaucer, shakespeare, Leonardo Da vinci and Raphael to
more contemporary artisÈs such as Shelley, and Keats' Tennyson and

-11

Brownrng.

The "List of lmmorÈals", celebrating in unison the accomplishments

of both painters and poets, illuminates a second point significant to
Ile believed that both poet and
Rossetti,s definition of the artist.
painter, when divinely inspired, 5hape visions of the one truth; the

11

poet sings "snatches of an enchanted harmony" and Èhe painter paínts
"glimpses of Eden". ln simple terms, both embody thought in a physical
form- In Platonic terms, which Rossetti seemed to favour, both lend
physicat shape to Èhoughts which are themselves what Shelley called
"The awful shadow of some unseen Power"i both painter and poet attempt

Thus, while the "List" is

to see beyond the veil of mortality.

prefaced with a d.isavowal of Christian doctrine, Jesus Christ is
honoured as Èhe supreme arÈist for the undeniable depth and impact of

his visions.
Rossetti used. the word poetry as a metaphor for artistic
an inspired painting or poem comes from an artist's

vision;

"poetic" soul'

Describing C. H. Lear's painting of a Keatsian subject, Rossetti

referred to the poetry of both artists:
he, tc. H. Learl working from his own poetical
resources, has found a s1'rnpathetic echo in the
words of a brother poet- The heard melody is
indeed sweet, so sweet that the unheard may
scarcelyexceedit;buttheparallelisunnecessaryi
they are lÌke voice and instrument' This
picture should hang in the room of a poet: we
will dare to say that Keats himself might have
lain dreaming before it, and found it minister
to his inspiration ("c. H. Lear", PP' 574-575)'
For Rossetti, Lear's work is more than a literary
painting, as it is informed by the

same

narrative or a genre

type of poetic vision which

inspired Keats. Of course he was well aware that technique separates
the two mediumsi MackaìI reports Rossetti's early conviction that the
poetic

med.ium had been

perfected by Keatsf prompting his advice to

Burne-Jones: "If any man has any poetry in him' ' 'he should paint'

12

for it has alt been said and written, and they have scarcely begun to
paint it."-o1)

open to

Withín the medium of the visual arts, still

experiment and improvemenÈ, F-osseÈti believed that the greatest
achievements could sÈill be mad.e; certainly the concerns of the Pre-

Raphaelíte Brethren, primarily focussed upon painting, suggest this

bias.

As William Michael Rossetti pointed out, however, Rossetti's

youthful aspiration to excellence in the visual arts
when he

finally

\^/as

noÈ fu1filled

estimated his achievement:

I have not unfrequently heard say that he
considered himself more essentially a poet
than a Painter. To varY the form of
expression, he thought thaÈ he had mastered
Èhe means of embodying poetical conceptions
in the verbal and rhythmical vehicle more
thoroughly than in form and design, perhaps
more thoïouqhly than in colour.13
While for Rossetti painting and poetry afike.record the artist's

inspired vision, Morris believed that "all the arts hang together"

as

every work expresses a moral statement (XXII, p. ZI) ¡ for $lorris, art
and morality, both individual and social' are inseparabì-e:
However, I cannot forget that, in my mind, it
is not possible to dissociate art from morality'
poliÈics, and religion- Truth in these great
maÈters of principle is of onef and it is only
in formal treatises Èhat it can be split up.

[xxrr, p-

47) -

His appreciation and evaluation of art is shaped by this attitude.
a letter of 1873, written during his tour of the Florentine art
galleries, Morris contrasted Burne-Jones's aesthetic appreciations
his own responses, which were more moral and philosophic:

In

IJ

I ought to say a great deal about works of art
here, but r had. rather wait till I see you and
I am not at aLl disappointed
we can talk over itgood
deal of myself: I am
with ltaly, but a
happy enough, but as a pig is, and cannot bring
my mind up to the proper pitch and Èune for
taking in these marvels; I can only hope that I
shall remember Èhem hereafter. . .I venture to
think though thaÈ there is another side to it
which may at least make one sad; change and ruin
and recklessness and fo11y and forgetfulness of
rgreat men and our fathers who begat us'--it is
only in such places as this that one can see
the signs of them to the ful1. Well you remember
my ways at Troyes, don't you? and they are
scarce likely to be better in Florence: Ned
already complains of me thaÈ I seem to pay more
attention to an olive-tree or a pot than I do to
a picture--mind you, though, an ol-ive-tree is
worthy of a great deaf of attention' and Iunderstand more of pots than of pictures.f4
Burne-Jonests response was more akin to Rossetti's than to Morrists,

as he was immediately sensitive to Èhe intrinsic

the work itself;

aesthetic value of

Morris was allied with Ruskin in his concern to

connect art and. ethics, as the critic

Gerald Crow states:

"To Morris,

as to Ruskin. the principles governing art can be extracted from the
moral and the natural order and are constant and external to art

itself.

"15

while Morris's theoretical statements imply his belief that
nineteenth-century art had fallen from greatness, he still
admiration for several contemporary artists.

He

expressed

outlined the obstacles

to the fine arts in an age so antagonistic to beauty:
Therefore the artists are obliged to express
themsefves' as it were, in a langnrage tnot under:
standed by the people'; nor is this their
fault; if they were to try, as some think they
should, to meet the public half-way, and work

L4

in such a manner as to satisfy only those
prepossessions of men ignorant of art, they
would be casting aside their special gifts,
and would become traitors to the cause of art
which it is their duty and 91ory to serve:
they have no choice save to do their own
personal work without any hope of being understood as things nol^I are; to stand apart as
possessors of some sacred mystery; which, whatever
happens, they musÈ at least do their best to
guard:"-and by their isolation their loss is
qreat. ro

Morris believed that great contemporary artists

sharelhis sense of the

ímportant past, and used their work to recall or reflect aspects of it;

they, Èoo, understood the deficiency of the nineteenth century,
automatically located their subject in the more vital
past:

"the great artists

and

traditions of the

I have been speaking about are what they are

in virtue of their being men of very peculiar and especial gifts,

and

are mostly steeped in thoughts of history, wrapped up in contemplation
of the beauty of past times. If they were not so constituted, I say,
they would not in the te.eth of all the difficultìes
able to produce beauty at all"

in their way to

be

(xxIII, p- 147) - In his l,ife of

Willian Morris, Mackail records I'forrists desire to guard mediaeval
achievements against unnecessary contemporary refinements, as evidenced'

by his advice to Burne-Jones, his intimate friend and his favourite
artist:
"Sir Edward Burne-JQnes told me that Morris would haVe liked
the faces in his pictures less highly finished, and less charged with
the concentrated meaning or emotion of the painting.

As with the

artists of Greece and of the Mid.dle Ages, the human face was to him
merely a part, though no doubt a very important partr of the

human

bod.v-"I/ If the nineÈeenth-century artist was able to fix his eyes
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upon the true beauty of the past, despite the contemporary corruption

which surrounded and ÈhreaÈened his vision, he possessed, in Morris's

opinion, outstanding moral wisdom and strength.

He conrnended

painters

that "have developed and expressed a sense of beauty which the world
has not seen for the lasÈ three hundred. yearsr¡, not only for the
quality of their work, but also for their moral commitment:
once more those devoted men who have upheld
the standard of truth and beauty amongst us,
and whose pictures, painted, amidst difficulties
that none but a painter can know, show
qualities of mind unsurpassed in any age-these grea¿ men have but a narrow circle that
can understand their works, and are utterly
unknown to the great mass of the people:
civilization is so much against them, that
they cannot move the people (XXÏI, pp' 35, 38) '

Morris cited similar criteria

when he

praised the Pre-Raphaelite

painters in his openi ng address at the 1891 exhíbition of their
paintings; Mackail describes his presentation:
Professing himself a humble member of the
school, he stated as his deliberate
conviction that its principle masters,
Rossetti, Millais, Holman Hunt, and BurneJones, I^/ere names thaÈ ranked along side
of the very greatest in the great times of
art; then, not labouring th-is point, he
commended. their example to all artists,
not primarily for any technical quality,
but for the virtues of patience, diligence
and courage. These were the qualities that
went to make great men; and great men might
be trusted to do great work-l8
As Jessie Kocmanovasummarizes, Morris,s was an "essentially trumanislic
approach to t].e evaluation of art":
human

quality in art, and the artist's

"Above all,

Morris valued the

enthusiasrn for what he wished'

t-o

1q

to create."'-

This is especially true in reference to Morris's view

of contemporary art, the quality of which he believed singly determined
by the artist's

wisdom and dedication.

Although Morris praised Rossetti with the other Pre-Raphaelite

painters, it is difficult

to determine his attitude to Rossetti's work

in any full sense, because his statements so often conflict.

Certainly,

in his youth l4orris admired both Rossetti and his work. As late

as

t87O he reviewed Rossetti's poems generously, concluding, "Nor do I
know what lyrics

that title

of any time are to be called great if we are to deny

to Èhes"."2O A tone of genuine appreciation

seems pervasive

throughout the entire review, despite Morrists reluctance to "puff" his

friends, making this critical
done my reviev/ [i.e)1

ught "."-

testifies,

exercise objectionable to him: "f have

of D. G. Rossetti's Poems] just this moment--

As the split which occured in their personal lives
however, Rossetti's approach to life

increasingly antithetical

Èo Morris'S.

On

and art became

the basis of two letters

Morris wrote in 1872, objecting to Rossetti's disruptive presence at
Kelmscott, William Gaunt postulates their incompatability:
The individual life of what was called 'the
artist' Morris had now had the opportunity
of examining at close quarters, withouÈ any
of Èhe false glamour round it t¿hich was
imparted. by youth and innocence. That hooded
glance of his had taken in every deÈail ' one
may be sure, had weighed its feebleness, its

tawrlriness, its egotism, iÈs self-indulgence'
its sordid and furtive complications which
rose like mud in a stagnant pool on some slight
stir of the waters. What was to be set on the
other side of the balance?--that after much
fret and fuss, some expression of this
emotional chaos was transferred to canvas or
paper for the idle entertainment of a rich man

aLT

did not know what on earth to do with the
superfluity of his wealth.22

who

Morris's reaction to the news of Rossetti's deaÈh in 1882 is not
recorded, but a leÈter of 1883 exists in which he analyzed Rossettirs
lack of political

commitment:

I can't say. . -how it was that Rossetti took
no interest in politics; but so it was.
The truth is he cared for nothing but individual
and personal matters; chiefly of course in
relation to art and literature, but he would
take abundant trouble to help any one person who
was in distress of mind or body; but the evils
of any mass of people he couldn't bring his
mind to bear upon. I suppose in short it needs
a person of hopeful mind to take disinterested
and Rossetti was certainly
notice of politics,
ôâ
not noperur.-"
!ühile Morris was not commenting directly upon RosseÈti's work, this
tor Morris, iÈ followed.

passage carries a general tone of reprisal;

that RossetÈits personal weakness, his hopelessness, consequently
weakened

his art.

In faeÈ, Rossetti might well serve as the prototype for the
nineteenth-century artist

whom

Morris criticized

so

harshly in his

l-ectures. He refuted Rossettirs belief in solitary and soulful
inspiration,
much

and disliked the haunting introspecÈion which characterizes

of Rossettirs v¡orki he considered this artistic

impulse toward.s

subjectivity and egocentricity as one further manifestation of the
diseased state of society and culture-

He

praised instead the homely

Jmpulsebehind mediaeval handicrafts, using Rossettits image of "hand

and soul" in this very different application:

18

f have been astonished when f have looked into
the popular art of past ages to find work so
refined and elegant done in times so rude and
rough: work bearing so manytokens of quick wit
and invention done in times so ignorant and
superstitious: works showing so many signs of
freedom of thought and pleasure in life and
external nature in days which seem to us to
have been so full of oppression, gloom and
turmoil; all these, mind you, qualities of
hand and soul which could not have been produced
r" t'n" ord.r or- rich men; for sucir quaiicies
are spontaneous and cannot be bought with money
or compelled by po*"r -24
Vühi1e

Rossetti recognized a split between the

common man

and the artist,

and relied upon an insular group of fellow arËists to exchange ideas,

support and. understanding, Morris condemned this practice and the
Ki r¡d.
qtie¡=ry
of work that it produced. He believed that as the d.ivision

between man and the artist

was becoming more emphatic, art was losing

its meaning:
Sirs, f believe that art has much slanpathy with
cheerfuf freedom, open-heartedness and reality,
so much she sickens under selfishness and luxury,
that she will not live isolated and exclusiveI will go further than th,is and say that on such
terms I d.o not wish her to live. f protest
that. it would be a shame to an honesÈ artist to
enjoy what he had huddled. up to himself of such
art, as it would be for a rich man to sit and
eat d.ainty food amongsÈ starving soldiers in a
beleaguered fort. IXXIf. pp- 25, 26).
Ivlorris particulary disliked the economic bond which bound these artists

to the whims of wealthy patrons:

"the artists have been annexed by

the rich and are their hangers on, their lackeys, their toy-makers:
what wonder that they can no longer talk a language understanded by the

)\

people. "--

Rossetti of course is still

notorious for his ability

to

t9
market his work skillfullyi

Tef.erring to this sharp pecuníary sense,

Mackail describes Rossetti's estimate of the two important classes of

society:

"The duty of the one class was to paint pictures, and it

included all those who were competent to do so. The duty of the other
)^
class \,Jas to buy the pictures so painted."-- ALmost to a point'
Rossettí exemplified the attitudes which Morris despised in the
nineteenth-century artist.

Since Morris strictly

of art, rather than art itself'

advised that the aims

must be upheld, his distaste for the

approach to art which Rossetti represents probably outweighed' his

admiration for the several beauties he discerned in Rossettits work,
particularly

in the early pieces.

Rossetti was by nature as generous with his appreciation
encouragiement

of contemporary arÈists aS Morris was guarded. An early

instance of this trait
Madox Browni

and

occurred in his initial

correspondence with Ford

his praise for Èhe older man's work was so effusive that

Brown suspected. mockery and "called round at Rossetti's house with a

'thick s¡i"çr,"zi

With Similar generosity, Rossetti

young men" in a letter

commended "two

of 1857:

Their names are Morris and Jones. They have
turned artists instead of taking up any other
career to which the University generally
leads, and both are men of real genius"
Jonests designs are marvels of finish and
imaginative detail, unequalled by anything
unless perhaps Albert Durer's finest works; and'
Morris, though without practice as yet, has no
less power, I fancy. I{e has written some
.¿ö
really wonderful poetry too.
Although Rossetti particularly

admired. Morris's poetic ability.

able to appreciate the larger scoPe of Morris's artistic

he

creativity

was

,)^

as v¡e note in a later letter:

lMorris isl the greatest literary identity of
our time. I say this chiefly on the ground
of that highest quality in a poet--his widÈh
of relation to the mass of mankind.- . .You
know that Morris is now only 35, and has done
things in decorative art which take as high
and exclusive a place in Èhat field as his
poeÈrv does in iÈs own. what may he not yet
ð.o?¿r

Rossettirs enthusiasm for Morris's work lasÈed at least until 1872,
when he praised "I-ove is Enough": "The poem is, I think, at a higher

point of execution than anything that he has done, having a passionate
lyric quality such as one found in his earliest work, and of course
much more mature bal-ance
?ô

work. ""-

carrying it out.

It will be a very fine

Biographical evidence supports the conclusion that Rossetti

d.id not slzrnpathize with f876's Sigurd the Volsun!, based upon

tradition
William

in Icelandic literatureGaunÈ

a

In The Pre-Raphael-ite Tragedy,

reports that Rossetti's flippant response to the tale

provoked Morris t s anger

:

Morris tried to interest Rossetti in
Sigurd Èhe Volsung, he said, uPon Èhe
entrance of Fafnir into the story, 'I never
cared much for al1 that stuff. - .How can
one take a real interest in a man who has
a dragon for a brother?r It is relaÈed
that Morris was sÈirred by this impious
remark to an unusual sharpness, for him,
that gazing fixedly at Gabriel he answered,
'I'd much rather have a dragon for a brother
than a bloody foo1, ' an oblique allusion
Ëo William Michael.3l

r¡.iTren

ç¡ì the whole, however, Rossettits appreciation of Morrists Work seems

pervasive and genuine; despite their personal differences, he nowhere

2T

rescinded his hiqh estimate of Morrisrs artistic

ability-

Willian caunt further speculates that Rossetti adopted a bluff
attitude towards Morris and his pursuits in order to camouflage injured
pride and affection:
Ïn such references there is a persistent effort
to regard Morris as the boisterous undergraduate
Rossetti had first known, with an uneasy
consciousness that he was no longer that; that
he had grown in dignity and even majesty of mind;
that he wasr^in certain essential- particulars,
a stranger. JZ
According to Jack Lindsay and William E. Fredeman, however, Rossetti's

several satires of Morris indicate his unaltered good will.

They cite

the harmless nature of "a spoof on Morrists swearing and eatìng
habits", written in 1868, and suggest that "The Death of Topsy",
written as late as 1877, is no more malicious, though the piece was not
. 33
intended for Morris's perusal, being addressed to Jane Morris.'
Iilany critics

argue that the split between Rossetti and l4orris

resulted from Rossettirs love for Jane Morris.
Rossetti's predicament succinctly:
love, he loved a

woman

Cecil Lang sunmarizes

"he married a

woman

he did not

he coul-d not marry, and he lived with a

\'¡oman

?4

he neither loved nor married.."-^ But apart from the unpleasant
entanglement of their personal lives, important ideological d.ifferences

separated the two men- Biographical evidence indicates that Morris

initiated

and enforced the break by moving outside the sphere of

Rossettirs interests, Èowards ideals which claimed his ful-l attention,
an¿ which required, for their fulfillment,

collective commitment. "I

amtrerer" Morris said in a lectuïe of Lg77, "to ask you to help me in
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realizing this dream, this hope" (XXfï, p. 27). Rossetti never enlisÈed
with him in support of this cause. From the early 1870ts the breach
between Rossetti and Morris, in their personal lives, their art, and in

their views about life and arÈ, became pronounced and irreconcilable.
Srom the start of their friendship, Morris's commitment to

"RossetÈi's way" never promised stability;

many

of his youthful

attitudes were not permanently changed by his association with Rossetti,
but were rather surrendered. temporarily-

These attitudes were resumed

and enlarged in the formulation of his maÈure opinions about art and

life,

about Èhe role of the artist

and the purpose of, art.

Even a

sunmary glance at their early involvement suggests that Rossetti and

Morris were never of one mind. I"lorrists early association with the
Birmingham set, a group who pledged "a crusade and Holy Warfare against

the age", suggests the broad scope of his interest in social- reform,
especially when compared to Rossetti's Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood

and

their singular concern with the reformation of contemporary paintíng.
Morris and his group reflected th-e concerns of students amassed in

a

liberal- arts college, while Rossetti and his Brethren reacted to ttreir
specialized. artistic

letters,

training at the Royal Academy. Morris's early

expressing his desire to serve mankind by taking Holy Ord.ers,

reveal the depth of tr-is social conscience.

When

he altered his

ambition, deciding instead to pursue architecture, he still
dutiful

intended.

service to humanity, as a letter to his mother documents:
You said Èhen, you remember, and said very
truly, that. it was an evil thinq to be an
idle objectless man; I am fully determined
not to incur ttr-is reproach, I was so then I

though f did not tell you at the time all I
thoughÈ of, partly because f wished to give
you time to become reconciled to the idea of
my continuing a 1ay person.
. If I were

not to follow this occupation (architecture)
I in truth know noÈ what I should follow with
any chance of success, or hope of happiness in
my work; in this I am pretty confident I shall
succeed, and make I hope a decent architect
sooner or later and you know too that in any
work that one delights in, even the merest
drudgery connected with it is delightful too.
I shal-l be master too of a useful trade. .
f will by no means give up thìngs I have
thought of for the bettering of the world insofar
as lies in me. You see T do noÈ hope to be
great at all in anything, but perhaps I may
reasonably hope to be happy in my work, and
sometimes when I am idle and doing nothíng,
pleasan!_visions go past me of things that
mav be-""
tühile the full sinceriÈy of this letter might be suspect, written

as

it was to appease his disappointed mother, the concerns here introduced
are significant because they were later absorbed into Morrisrs mature
opinions about "art and the people".
Ì4ackail suggests Èhat whiJ-e Morris, encouraged by Rossetti,

h¡as

spirited away from architecture by the cl-aims of the painterûs art,
possessed a natural predilection for architectural

he

theory:

But for h-imr then and always, the word architecture
bore an immense, and one might almost say a
Èranscendental, meaning- Connected at a thousand
points ruith all the other specific arts which
ministered to it out of a thousand sources, it
was itself a tangible expression of all- the order.
the comeliness, the sweetnessr nây, even the
mystery and the l-aw, which sustains man's world
To hin the
and. make human life what it is.
Itrouse Beautiful represented. the visible form of
lif e it.self .36
Certainly in his lectures l{orris discussed architecture as the pivotal
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craft between the fine and the lesser arts.

Mackail blames Rossetti

for leading Morris down the garden path, as it v/ere' away from his
natural inclinations and abilities:
How long Rossetti's daily influence might have
kept him labouring at what he coul-d not do, on
the whole, better than any man living, it is
needless to inquire.3T

Encouraged and influenced by Rossetti, who was already an accomplished

painter and poet, Morris pursued painting with insistentr., almost
fanatic, devotion, even when the voice of reason obtruded a measure of
uncertainty:
Yet I shall have enough. to do, if I actually
master this art of paintìng: f dare scarcely
think failure possible at times and yet I
know in my mind that my chances are slender.
This intense attitude was typical of Morris throughout his life'
his energy

seemed

as

to expand even as his interests grew in variety.

The friendshíp, as it developed between the two men, is capsulized

in three particular episodes. fn the firsÈ of these, Rossetti was the
key figure, organizLng a group of artists to paint frescoes in the
Oxford. Union Hall in 1857. A fun-loving but irresponsible atmosphere

enveloped the entire project, which consequently dragged on without

reaching completion; in faci Morris was the only one of the group to
complete tris mural- The proper techniques of fresco painting were not
obserVed, however, causing the enÈire surface to fade and blur, as
I^7i1liam Michael Rossetti describes:

"for many years past the painted

surface of Èhe union walls has been a confused hybrid between a

smudge

¿5

and a blank."--

The project was terminated and the paintings were lefÈ,

incomplete and unsatisfactory.

Rossetti refused to take responsibility

for the condition of the work, and finaLly refused negotiations with
the Oxford organizers, following a pattern of unreliable behaviour

he

so often adopted with his patrons. Morrís, on the other hand, wrote
an apologetic note, lamenting the wasted time and material-s:

fn confidence to you I shoul-d say the whole
affair was begun and carried out in too
piecemeal and unorgtanized a manner to be a real
success--nevertheless it would surely be a pity
to destroy some of the pictures, which are
really remarkable, and at the worst can do no
harm there- I am sorry if this is 'cold comfortr;
but I thought you would really like to know
what I thoughL, and so here it is.40
As early as 1856, Morris had vowed to maximize his time by following

rigorous sched.ule:

I'One

a

won't get much enjolzment out of life at Èhis

rate, I know weIl, but that don't matter:

f have no right to ask for

it at all events--love and work, these two things only. "4f For Morris,
it is doubtful if idle pleasure could make up for the waste of his
working hours.
The second significant

crafts guild,

r¡/as

episode, the organization of an arts

Morrisrs project-

and

Attempting to furnish Red House

in 1857, he was appalled by the shoddy craftsmanship and hideous
d.esign of the furniture that was available; he became determined to

improve contemporary standard.s in design and craftsmanship. Rossetti
was ínvolved in the earlyhandicraft endeayours, contributing several

designs; according to Burne-Jonests recollections, Rossetti acted
a benevolent overseer:

as

)^
There were many scenes with the carpenter-

.

especially f remember the night when the settle
came home- . . I think the measurements had.
perhaps been given a little wrongly, and thaÈ
it was bigger altogether than he had ever meant,
but set up it was finally, and our studio was one
third less in size. Rossetti came. This was
always a terrifying moment to the very 1ast.
He laughed, but approved.42
fn 1861, Morris officíally

organized an arts and crafts guild.

Rossetti

vtas one of seven partnersi and., considering the Union Hall fiasco which

was in large parÈ the result of his lack of specialized knowledge of

the crafts, it is ironic thaÈ he authored the guild's prospectus,
promising masterful workmanship:
have for many years been deeply
attached to the study of the Decorative Arts
of aLl times and all countries, have felt more
Ëhan most people the want of some one place,
where they could either obtain or get prod.uced
work of a genuine and. beautiful character. .
It is only requisite to state further, that
work of all the above classes will be esÈimated
for, and executed in a business-l-ike manner. . . -43
These artists

Under Morris's guid.ing hand, the guild grev¿ successfully.

At

maximum,

Rossetti contributed several desiqnsThe last significanÈ incident which occurred in their relationship

was the joint tenancy of Rossetti and Morris at Kelmscott in 1871.

Morris apparently instigated this ìntimate partnership with the

hope

that Rossetti, who was suffering from nervous insomnia and clioral
addiction, mighÈ regain his health.

Rossetti's l-eÈters from this

perÍod suggest an attitude of blasd condescension and boredom- LetÈers
reveal that Morris, however,, was made wretched by Rossettirs
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"unsympathetic" presence- "f have been backwards and forwards to

Kelmscott a good deal this summer and autumnr" Morris wrote LnL872,

"but shall not go there so often now as Gabriel is come tLrere, and talks
of staying there permanently: of course he won't do that, but T
4l
In November of the same year,
suppose he will stay some time."-'
Morris's objections became more blatant:
Another quite selfish business is that Rossetti
has set himself d.own at Kelmscott as if h-e
never meant to go awayt and not only does that
keep me from that harbour of refuge (because
it is really a farce our meeting when we can
help it) but also he has all sorts of ways so
unsympathetic with the sweet simple old place,
that f feel his presence there as a kind of
slur on iÈ: this is very unreasonable though
when one thinks why one took the place, and
how this year it has really answered that
purpose: nor do I Èhink I should feel Èhis
about it if he had not been so unromantically
discontented with it and the whole thing
which made me very angry and. disappointed.45
During the period in r^¡hich the tt{o men shared Kelmscott, Morris
discovered the beauÈy of Iceland, and made several excursions there-

Rossetti did noÈ understand Morris's enthusiasm, as !'Iilliam Gaunt
explains:

Rossetti jeered at lceland and seemed to be
only interested in the frivolous side of the
journey. He Èhougiht it very funny that
'Top' should have been called 'The Skalar.
He made a caricaÈure of him on the river with
Ëhe verse.

'Enter Skald moored in a Punt,
Jacks and Tenches exeunt-'
He r^/as disappointed with Morris's diary because
it wasn't funnier-46

Rossetti's health had continued to deÈeriorate, and he left Kelmscott

¿ó

pennanently in L874¡ Philíp Henderson describes Rossetti's nervous
paranoia:

A chance remark about his appearance overheard
from a company of anglers persuaded Rossetti
that he had been insulted again, and he at
once turned and' began to abuse them, Gordon
Hake, who was with him, managed to get him
away, and explained to the astonished fishermen that his friend was only a little
eccentric. But the episode caused some bad
feeling in the neighbourhood, and it was
generallY agreed"that it was time for
Rossetti to g'o'='

shortly after this Morris dissolved the business partnership, and the
rift between the two men deepened because they could not reach a
peaceable agreement on the division of the assets'
These three episodes illuminate the essential- differences between

Rossetti and Morris, certainly in George Meredithr"s phrase, an "ever
diverse pair." Rossetti's influence upon Morris was short-lived and,
at that, based. on Morris's otm terms: "I \n/ant to imitate Gabrie]
much as T can. rr B- Ifor Evans is correct in his estimate that
"Rossetti never influenced a

man more

as

unlike hirnself than william

a.9,
Morris"r*o thu.t Morris was a Very different man than Rossetti remained
true even during the period of their closest intimacy. A tension was

built into their friendship, engendered as it was by Rossettirs
influence over Morris, or by Morris's imitation of Rossetti' Moreover'
Morris was youthful, energetic and sÈill relatively
artistic

innocent of his

potential; if he submerged his strong characteristics for

a

time, these naturally re-emer\ged as he discovered new interests and
As their friendship unfolded chronologically, it became
abilities.
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evident that Morris rather than Rossetti was Èhe orgTanízíng force
behind many of their joint ventures. Of course his influence upon
RosseÈti never assumed siqnificance because Rossetti was older and

had

a good understanding of his artistic

was

abilities.

Further, Rossetti

a sick and unstable man, seeking supportive reinforcement for his work,
unreceptive to change, and destroyed. by criticisrn.

Given these

circumstances, the d.ivergence in their personal lives, their art,

their views about art seems to have been inevitabl-e.

and.

CHAPTER TI{O

Dante Gabriel Rosset-ui and Divine Inspiration:
The Artist

The first

of the artist

AttempÈinq to Serve Man wiÈh

God

chapter of this thesis described Rossetti's definition
and the purpose of art, which stated that the artist

must

be inspired if he is "to serve man wiÈh God." In "Hand and Soul".

in his moment of inspired vision,

Rossetti suggest^ed that the artist,
surpasses the

common man

in his understanding of the relationship

between the divine and man, the immorta1 and the mortal.

that the inspired artist,

He believed

balancing the two spheres of beíng in

accordance with his vision, is able to lend physical- reality

otherwise abstract concept of mart"s immortal existence.

work, both literary

to the

In his

own

and visual-, Rossetti often focused upon this theme,

attemptìng to capture the moment when the human and the divine co-exist.
The purpose of this chapter is to study the relationship between

Rossetti's work and his statements about the purpose of art and the
role of the artist.
The artist

that Rossetti described in his literary

works is always

a visionary, divinely inspired; his visions demand artistic

expression'

l-ike those of the passive poet in "The Song-Throe", who is assail-ed
by arrows of his muse Apollo:
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J-L

The Song-god--He the Sun-god--is no slave
Of thine: thy Hunter he, who for thy soul
Fledges his shaft: to no august control
of thy skilled hand his quivered store he gave:
But if thy lipst l-oud cry leap to his smart,
The inspir'd recoil shall pierce thy brother's heart
(LXI, p. 95).

Rossetti described the artist

as a special sufferer, reminiscent of the

poet in Shelleyrs "Alastor", simultaneously haunted and inspired by the
impulse- The seeds of this great gift are present in the

artistic

even from youth, according to Rossetti's description in "Hand

artist

and Sou1":

conceiving art almost for himself, and loving
it deeply, he endeavoured from early boyhood
towards the imitation of any objects offered
in nature. The extreme longing after the
visibte embodiment of his èhoughts strengthened
as his years j-ncreased, more even than his sinews
or Èhe blood of his life; until he would feel
faint in sunsets and at the sight of stately
persons (p. 549).
The artist

as a young man is possessed by a creative compulsion,

shadowing the direction that his life

fn fact, Rossettits first
began at

will take.

experience with art and creativiÈy

early age. His artistic

development was nurtured from his

born into a family with an accomplished history of

youth as

he was

literary

achievement- In a letter of 1835, his enthusiasm for the

arts, both visual and literary,

was already evident:

we went to a fancy fair in the Regentrs Park,
where I bought a box of paints. . .I have
been reading ShakesPearers Richard. the Third
for my amusement, and like it exceedingly.
I, Maria, and William, know several scenes by
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heart- I have bought a picture of nichrnond
fìghting, and t gilded it, after which f cut
it out with no white.r
Rossetti was encouraged by his family to assume the importance of art,
as a letter from his father, written in 1853, indicaÈes:

I am extremely pleased at the progress which
you are making in your beautiful art, and at
some profits r,¡hich you are earning from it to

maintain yourself with decorum in society.
Remember, my dearly beloved son, that you have
only your abitities to :rel1z upon for your
r¿elfare. Remember that you were born with a
marked propensÌty, and that, from your earlÌest
yearsr yoü made us conceive the brightest
hopes that you would become a great^PainterAnd such vou will- be, T am certain.¿
Emphasizing artistic

ability

as a special gift,

his father believed

that Rossettits early predilection for the visual arts had marked him
as a child protege,

OD

this basis he advised Rossettí to pursue

painting as a lucraÈive profession.
In a letter of 1848, Rossetti received similar advice from Leigh
Hunt, who admired }ris Poens but recommended the financial security

of painting:
If you paint as well as you write, Yoü may be a
rich man. But I need. hardly tell you that poetry,
even the very best-- nay, the best, in this
respect, is apt to be the worst-- is not a thing
for a man to live upon wtr-ile he is in the fl-esh,
however immortaf it may render h-is spirit.J
In his arÈicl-e "Rossetti's Conception of the'Poetic'

i-n Poetry

and

painting", Oswald Doughty cites lluntrS comment in order to conclude:
,,And

Rossetti did want to be richj."4

From all accounts, RoSsetti
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approached art as a profession from which he expected to earn generous

remuneration- In his article
underl-ines Rossetti's skillful

"RossetLi as Painter", Ralph Berry

ability

to market his paintings at

a

high price, also noting his attempt to secure favourable notices for
his Poems, published in 1870:

trHe

organized matters so that his

friends, Led bySwinburne, accounted for most of the reviews in the
leading journals.

And reasonably so, too.

But it is possible that

this element of worldliness, of calculation lies nearer to the centre
Ê

of his art than is generally understood."- ÌrlitlÍam Gaunt suggests that
the rumor of the personal scandal-. surrounding these poems was circulated
Èo increase their sales, although not upon Rossettirs express orders:
The exhumation of thepoems is one of the most
famous events in literary history.
Rossetti
meant it to remain a secret- 'I have begged
Howell to hold his tongue for the future,' he

wrote to Ìv=il-l-iam Michael when breaking the ne!,JS,
'but if he does not I cannot help itr' he
added. He was scarcely hopeful. Knowing
Howell, how could anyone expect it to remain a
secret for long?. - .The report got about at
once and greatly increased. the interest wiÈh
which the vol-ume of poems was awaited-o
Both biographies and letters indicate that Rossetti treated his patrons

with high-handed manipulation, always eager to accept advance pa)¡ments,
never reluctant to break contracts and promises. On the whole,
seems

he

to have been unusually sensitive to the economic value of his

artÃUÞSeLLI

: App!uou¡¡çu
^-nrn¡¡heri

he assumed that the artist

¡rJ-st - l-1^^ulEl!,

G!

-.-^s^^cinn:
-^ q- },rU!çÞi¿vr¡,
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1

ìke hi s fathef

should be paid well for doing r^¡hat

he

excells at, and for doing, moreover, whaÈ no ordinary man could do.
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Since Rossetti was convinced that the artist

possesses a sÐecia1 grace

which sets him apart from mankind, he believed thatearthlyglories,
money, and of course fame, shoul-d be the corollary rewards. As he

wrote in "Iiand and Sou1", the arÈist should expect man "to own thee
lthe artist]

above him" (p. 554). For Rossetti, aggressive business

sense complemented raÈher than contradicted his ideal of the artist

as

a romantic visionarv fÌcrure.
Rossetti's youthful allegiance to painting rather than poetry is
often dismissed as one more example of his strategic economic sense.
But his application to Ford Madox Brovm, the prototlpical
artist,

starving

and his defection frorn the Academy, together with the fact that

his painting was remarked outstanding from his youth, suggests that this
is not a fair assessment. According to Rossettits view, the visual
arts, dominated for so long by conventional techniques and subjects,
were ripe for experiment and progress. It gè'' the innovative character-

istic that initially

attracted hi:n to

Bro\^znrs

work, an innovation

defined by John Nicoll in his analysis of Brovm's mediaevalized
"Inlyclif fe Reading his Translation of the Bible to John of Gaunt":
Begun in 1847 after his return from Rome, it is
based on the techniques of the Nazarenes, a
group of German painters v¡ho had formed a semireligious fraternlty in Rome v¡here they hoped

to regienerate art through the imitation of Èhe
early Italian masters- Clarity of colour and
outline, simplicity of composition and
directness of observation and appeaf are
characteristics of the paintings of the
Nazarenes which Brown reprod.uces, and the
awkwardness of posture, briLliance of cofour,
and angn:larity of detailing which resul-t are
all features that weïe to become prominent in

Pre-Raphaelite art.

Technical-ly indeed

he

Jf,

anticipated one of the procedures which the
Pre-Raphaelites used. He painted the whole
picture on an undercoat of white: ('nothing
like a good coating of white to get a good
sunny colourr' he noted in his diary. ) /
The colour and simplicity

of this painting, hearkening back to mediaeval

principles, directly contrast the refined chiaroscuro which Reynolds
praised as characterist,ic of the "Grand Style".

Rossetti wanted to

5-tù\Ú\
abandon d@red and safe conventions in order to achieve a glorious

ideal in painting.

new

Poetry, which he believed had been perfected by

Keats, did not offer this same challenge to the artist

to "see on,

and far. / unto the lights of the great Past, new-lit / Fair for the

futurers trackt' ("Not As These", LXXV, p. 99). His later disillusionment wbith his achievement in the visuaf arts, praising instead his

poetry as Èhe art in which he had done no "pot*boiling",

suggests

that he maintained the ideals of his youth. if not the practice,
throughout his life-

Artistic

integrity

Rossetti's definiÈion of the artistrs

is important, then¡ to -''

rol-e-

Rossetti and his fellow Pre-Raphaelites, Hunt and Millais in
particular,

broke with the Academy in order to achieve a

excellence in painting, a general statement of artistic

new

purpose which

is one of the few that can be drawn. from Rossetti's period of
association with the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood. It is impossíble to
ascertain their collective aims wiÈh any exactness because they never
produced. a working manifesto. Moreover, the work of each artist

projects characteristics which suggest individuality
William Michael Rossetti, an originaf

member

rather than uniÈy.

of the Pre-Raphaelite

-1tf

Brotherhood, cites morality, simplicity,

sincerity,

innovation

and

truth to nature as significant characÈeristics of Pre-Raphaelite art,
exemplifying the vague generaliÈies which typically surround the
definition

of their

The Germ, the short-lived Pre-Raphaelite
"i*r.8
journal, stresses acredoof realism, t'fidelity to nature": "The

endeavour held in viev¡ throughout the writings on Art will be to
o

encourage and enforce an entire adherence to the simplicity of nature."WíI1iam Fred.eman points out that this principle

is abandoned in

many

Pre-Raphael-ite works, which causes "the unïeconciled contradikion
between the mimetic--'Follow

nature'--and the expressive--'fidelity

to inner experience'--theories of art."l0
In accordance with Ruskin's beliefs, Rossettirs fell-ow PreRaphaelite painters believed that mimetic art served a moraf purpose

by revealing both the order and wonder of nature; as Wendell Stacy
Johnson explains, they wanted the visual medium to project "tlle
'l

'1

language of the botanist or of the moralist, or both. "--

The realistic

detail in The Scapegoat, a work by Holman Hunt, reflects fanatic
devotion to this principletlpe of mi:neÈic fidelÌty,

Certaìnly Rossetti never aspired to this
as his own statements indicate-

As early as

1850 he wrote a comÍc doggerel to John Tupper disclaiming interest in

nature, provoked by Huntts enthusiasm for nature observation:
Though as to Nature, Jack,
(Poor dear old hackl )

Touching sky, sun, stone, stick and. stack.

I gruess I'm half a quack;
For whom ten lines of Browning
The whole of the Zodiac. . -Lz
In another letter of the

same

whack

year, he protested that the practice

5t

of copying directly from naÈure inhibited his work: "The fact is,
between you and me, that the leaves on the trees I have to paint here'
appear red, yellow, etc- to my eyes; and of course I know them on that

account to be realJ-y a vivid green, it seems rather annoying I cannot
't?

do Èhem so: my subject strrieking aloud for spring"'*"

This passage'

dominated as it is by the subjective voice, implies Rossetti's belief

that the artist's

inspired vision is of primary importance; the exact

detaits of external nature should not be allowed to shape or define
the artist's subjective conception, unless essential to the deVelopment
of this vision.
Rossetti be]ieved that nature is important to art only as it
t'The woodspurge" exemplifies:
expresses the inner experÍence, as
The wind' flapped foose, the wind rvas still'
Shaken out dead from Èree to hilf:
I had walked on at the windrs will'-I sat now, for the wind' was still'
Between my knees my forehead' was,-MY IiPs, drawn in, said not Alas

over in the grass,
naked ears heard the daY Pass'

MY
MY

haír

MY

eYes. v¡ide open, had Èhe run

\^/as

some ten weeds to fix uFlont
Among those few, out of the sun'
The Woodspurge flowered, three cups

Of

in one'

From perfect grief tlrere need not be
Wisdom or even menory:
One thing then learnt remains to me'-The woodspurge has a cup of Èhree (p' 205) '

In the first

stanza the speaker identifies directly with nature, as his

emotions are absorbed and projected by the naÈural world.

Here, the

intimate refationship between man and nature surpasses conYentional

pathetic fallacy.

The speaker, experiencing "perfect grief",

purely emotional identity,

assumes a

dissociated from both physical and intellec-

tual awareness. His disembodied state is clearly indicated bv his
impersonal and disjointed description of his physical person in stanza

two. In stanzas ttrree and four, he stares fixedly at Èhe wo¡dspurge,
which becomes the symbol of this mood and. moment, a symbol which

emotionally associated with his grief.

he

As this poem indicates, nature

is not important by any inherent quality; the wordspurge is not examined
for its beauty, but rather for its slzmbolic connotation. For Rossetti,
the natural world. was subjective territory

in art-

He

did not

embrace

the doctrine of artisÈic reaLism, but rather adopted. a real-istic style
when it was useful to the development of a subjective truth, when it

helped capture a mood and moment in art.
Roger Fry indentifies

this

same

quality in Rossetti's painting,

suggesting that it affected his treatment of all external objects:
The ordinary world of vision scarcely suppfied
any inspiration to hin. It was only through
the evocation in his own nind of a special
world, a world of pure romance, that the aspects
of objects began to assume aesthetic meaning.
Passionate desire was the central point of this
world, but passion in itself was not enough; it
must rage in a curiosity shop, arnid objects whích
had for him peculiarly exciÈing associations.f,*
-

Rossetti expressed his impatience wiÈh literal
of Ford Madox Brownrs painting

t¡

realism in a critici-sm

VÍork:

Brown gets on s1ow1y hut sureLy with his Work,
which will certainly be, in many respects, his
finest picture: buÈ I am beginn-ing to doubt
more and more., I confess, whether that
excessive elaboration is rìqhtlv bestowed on
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the materials of a modern subject--things so
faimilar to the eye that they can really be rendered
thoroughly (f fancy) with much less labour;
and things moreover which are far from beautiful
in themselvesr--for instance, the flowing waistcoat
of a potboy on which Brown has laÈely been
spending some weeks of his life.
Hogarth used to
paint the things of daily life in a different way,
and, we do not find then wantinq.lS
Rossetti atÈempted social realism in only one painting, Found., which
never completed despite his many pr.pffi'{
Towards the end of his life

to prove his ability

he

sketches and studies.

he resumed work on this picture, determined

to render realistic

style:

I have lately again taken up the Found. . .the
perspective and other points r¿ere difficult
to manage successfully. I hope soon to be wel-I
forward in this work also. It is one without
which I should not attempt an exhibition on
accounÈ of its furnishing a refutation ( trust)
to what is so often alledged against poetic
painting such as f follow commonly to the best
of my ability--f mean the charge that a painter
adopts the poetic style simply because he cannot
deal wìth what is real and human. f should
wish to show--as such a picÈure as Found though
small, must do if I succeed with it--that my
preference of the ideal does noÈ depend on
incapacity to deal with simple nature.f6
Critical

argument still

runs that Rossetti adopted romantic, poetic

painting as a defense against his technical,. inability
1'7

tive and distance.-'

youthful disinclination

to treat perspec-

These technical weaknesses resulted from his

to submit to tedious academic exercises,

preferring instead to create a holistic

work, as John Nicol-i explains:

working with Brown was Ìess than a ÈotaL
success, as the elder artistrs ideas of the
proper means of learning to paint were not

4A

from those of the Academy
Schools. He first seÈ Rossetti to copy a
1íttle painting of his own of two angels
watching over the cro\^/n of thorns and then
to painÈ a still- life of a group of bottles
and artistic bric-a-brac that was lying
around in his studio. Rossetti finished
the first in a sketchy sort of way, but before
the second was complete he was already
looking for an excuse to stop.IS
so very different

Rossetti never exerted himself to acquire the basic skills of copy
art, sharing Blakets contempÈ for verisimilitude

rrrNo man

in art'

of

sense,' Blake wrote, tever sì:pposes that copying from Nature is the
Art of Paínting--if

the Art ís no more than this it is no better than

any other manual labour--anybody may do it and the fool often i7i11. ' "19
The sonnet "Transfigured Life" emphasizes Rossetti's belief that the

artist

should not mirror or reflect actual phenomena in his work.

the poem suggests, the poet should refine and transform

As

mundane

passions to a new bi,rth:
So in the Song, the singer's Joy and Pain,
Its very parents, evermore expand
To bid the passion's ful-Igrolvn birth remain,
By Art's transfiguring essence subtly spann'd .

(LX, p. 94)

The statement that this poem makes, that contrary states should attain
new harmony

by the transforming process of art, could well- stand as the

thesis of all Rossettirs work. While this sonnet suqgests the

harmony

of contrary emotional states, his concern is most often to balance
elements of physical and spiritual,

mortal and immortal being. As we

saw in chapter one of this thesis, Rossetti did not define these two

states as strictly

dualistic,

as they naturally co-exist in man and

.4L
God; all conscious life

is informed by these two principles.

Rossetti

believed that the purpose of art is to gíve physical representation to
the artistrs

moment

of inspired vision, when he sees Èhe harmonious

inÈeraction of Èhese two states.
the artist's

Art promises earthl-y inunortality to

vision, as Keats described in his "ode on a Grecian urn":
Fair youth, beneath the trees, thou canst not leave
Thy song, nor ever can those trees be bare;
Bold Lover, never, never canst thou kiss,
Though winning near the goal--yet, do not grieve;
She cannot fade, though thou has not thy bliss,
Forever wilt thou love, and she be fairl

GranÈed

art's immortality, these figures will remain forever young and

forever romancing. This concept is important to Rossetti, not
because art provid.es a fortress against the flux of time, but rather
because the earthly imnortality of art shadows divine inmortality.

Thus, Rossetti believed, the highest subjects in art concern mants

spiritual

nature of the dÌvine made flesh, Èhe bal-ance of the mortal

with the inrnortal

.

Tn "Hand and Soul" RosseLti depicted the artistts

perfect harmony between Èhe physical and the spiritual
deÈailed Èhe stages of artistic

quest for
of hj-s arL.

development which his charact^er,

He

a

painËer Chiaro delltErmo, undergioes in order to create a great rvork of

inspired vision.

Although he adopts three different approaches to

art, Chiaro's purpose is always to serve man and God with "a feelingi of
worshi-p and. service"

("Hand and Soul-", p-

approach to art the painter is prinarily

to which

end. he pursues

551

).

fn the first

concerned to v¡in earthly fame,

technical excell-ence. His paintings. treating
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convenÈional religious subjects, reflect

the beauties of technical

perfection, and he thereby dares to hope Èhat they might "be seen of
God and found

good" (p. 55f).

His vision, however, is too firmly

rooted in earth and the passions of this life,

and "his Madonnas,

and

his Saints, and his Holy Children, wLought for the sake of the life

he

saw in the faces that he loved," portray purely secular idealism:
"much

of that reverence which he had mistaken for faith had been

more than the worship of beauty" (p. 55f).

Neither is the

no

second

approach, art of deliberate didacticism, more successful. While the

didactic artist purports to serve

a

ifis art becomes cerebral rather than emotional,

alienating the audience
absÈractions" (p. 55I).
still

using his art as

directfy,

his conceptions are stil1 timited by

vehicle for moral instruction,
earthly vision.

God

whom

he would instruct with "multiplieo

Ðespite the artist's

intentions, his work

suffers from Èhe limitations of secular conception; he is

unable to ansvter the demands of his ov¡n soul:

"How

is it that thou,

a man, wouldst say coldly to the mind what God has said to the heart
warmly?" (p. 554) .

In both these approaches to art, the artist
aÈÈempts

to address

human and

fígure, Chiaro,

d.ivine elements, but is unable to

conceive them in a condition of proper harmony. Only when he is

visited by his own soul does he see visual evidence of the intimate
connection that exists between divine and human being. His ecstatic
experience is an intimation of man's immortal nature, and he therefore
painÈs his own soul as the slmbol of transcend.ent reality.

It is this

vision which finally sets the artist apart from his fellows; he

is.-r;:-',-,'ii,';l',,-.,,.
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specially privileged, having glimpsed the human spirit

in a moment of

fleeting transcendence. Consequently he becomes duty-bound to give
concrete shape to this image, to "serve man with God" (p. 555). Art,
for Rossetti, should capture the artist's
divinity.

momentary visíon of his own

An inspired. work provides visual proof that man can transcend

his physical nature, standing as "a momentrs monument."
Rossetti believed that love is a second evocation of man's immortal
nature.

In "Hand and Soul", Chiaro discovers that his soul's trans-

cendence has occu:véd because of his capacity to l-ove, which is

identified as a divine impulse: "possåss thy love in sufficiency:
assuredly this is faith,

for the heart must believe first.

sets in thine hearÈ to do, that

d.o

What he

thou. . .Think not of Him; but of

His love and thy fove" (p. 554). Rossetti distinguished between two
types of love in The House of Life, although he did not intend the

divisions to be rigid.

In Platonic 1ove, the lover discovers his souL-

mate, who is the extension of himself.

lovers form one being,

and they

Together the two Platonic

await a heaven of immortal union:

Even so, when first f saw you, seemed, it,
That among souls allied to mine ldas yet

love,

One nearer kindred than l-ife hinted ofO born with me somewhere than men forget,
And though in years of sight and sound unmet,
Known for my soul's birth-partner well enoughl
(,from "The Birth-bond", XV, p- 79) -

Rossetti described the second type of love, the physical union between
man and woman, as
shadows

ecstatic self-annihilation.

the lover's divinity,

This type of love

as he foses himself to the beloved:

/1 A

I was a child beneath her touch,--a man
Whenbreastto breast we clung, even I and sher-A spirit when her spirit looked through Ir€r-A god when aLl our fife-breath met to fan
lovers emulous ardours ran,
Our life-blood, till
Fire within fire, desire in deity.
(from "The Kiss", VI, p. 76).
TheHouse
shadow

"born.

of Life integrates Èhe two Èypes of love, seeing in both the

of supra-mundane existence; Platonic lovers who share souls
somewhere

that men forget" can achieve reunion on earth, if

only temporary, through the bond of physical love:
Lady, I fain would tell how evermore
Thy soul f know not from thy body, nor
Thee from myself, neither our love from
(from "Heartrs Hope", V, p. 76).

God.

Rossetti's lovers look towards death for permanent union, dissociating
themselves from the temporal world; the intensity of their love

rccnrires l-he fu].fillment of life

¿ vaq¿À

after death. From his belief that

he had seen physical manifestations of the divine on earth--visions
which allowed him to render concrete images of the divine in art--

Rossetti derived his faith that the soul assumes physical shape in the
eterna] realm. For Rossetti, then, the divine is the principle of
physical immortafity, and the afterlife

holds the hope that spiriÈ will

be united with flesh in eternal harmony. The sonnet "Stillborn l,ovel
conveys the lovers' hope that eternal reunion will

compensate for

their lost hours:
1ol what wedded souls now hand and hand
Together tread at last the immortal strand
With eyes wtrere burning memory lights love home?
Loi how the little outcast hour has turned
BuÈ

And leaped to them and in their faces yearned.:-"I arn your child: O parents, ye have come:"

(Lv, p. 93).

Rossetti's art reveals his obsession with this image, so much of
his work, boÈh painting and poetry, attempting to capture the fleeting
vision that appeared to the lover in "willowwood":
f sat with Love upon a wood.side well,
Leaning across the water, I and he;
Nor ever did he speak nor l-ooked at me,
But touched his lute wherein was audibl-e
The certain secrel thing he had to tell-:
Only our mirrored eyes met silently
In the low wave; and that sound came to be
The passionate voice T knew; and my tears fell.
fal1, his eyes beneath grew hers;
foot and with his wing-feathers
sprìng that watered. my heart.'s drouth.
ripples spread to waving hair,
And. as I stopped, her own lips rising there
Bubbled with brimmi.ng kisses at my mouth.
And at their
And with his
Ife s\dept the
The the dark

(xl,rx

, p.

9l ) .

Hence, "The Portrait"

assumes special significance for Rossetti, as it

renders an immutable imaqe of the beautv of the beloved:
Her face is

rlìhej- ìn

:ll

mad.e
\¡êârq

her shrine.
fô T.or¡o
!v
v e,
Lv

l,et all men note

+hrz ai€+

ìq

t-Ìricl\
Ç¡¡¡s

'

¡

They that would look on her must come to me.

(x, p. 78).

The portrait,

in concert with memory, keeps the bel-oved alive in the

loverts soul, encouraging him to nurture hope that she exists in
heavenly sphere; since

he

is abl-e still

to achieve momentary

communion

with an image of her body and soul, he refuses to believe her to
forever dead Èo him:

a

be
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This is her picture as she was:
It seems a thing to wonder on,
As though mine image in the glass
Should Èarry when myself am gone.
I gaze until she seems to stirr-Until mine eyes almost aver
That now, even now, the sweet lips part
To breathe the words of the sweeÈ heart:-And yet Èhe earth is over her.
Alas.r even such the thin-drawn ray
That makes the prison-depths more rude,-The dríp of water night and d.aY
Giving a tongue to solitude.
Yet only this, of love's whole Prize,
Remains; save what in mournful guise
Takes counsel with my soul aloner-Save what is secret and unknown,
Below the earth, above the skies. .
Even sor rfhere Heaven holds breath and hears
The beating heart of Love's own breast,-Where round the secret of all spheres
Al1 angels 1ay their wings to rest,-How shal,f my soul stand rapt and awed,
When, by the new birth born abroad
Throughout the music of the suns'
It enters in her soul aÈ once
And knows the silence there for Godl
Here with her face dott¡- memory sit
t4eanwhile, and. wait the day's decline,
Ti1l other eyes shall look from it,
Eyes of the spirit's Palestine,
Even than the old gaze tenderer:
While hopes and aims long lost with her
Stand round. her image side bY side,
Like tombs of pilgrims that have diedl:
A-bouÈ the Holy SePulchre.
(."Ttre Portrait", pp- 169-170).
As Wende]l Stacy Johnson describes, RossetÈi's lovers anticipate

t^
reunion in a realm that is "not timel-ess but intensified tíme."-"
Blessed Damozel exists in this realm, feeling that "her day /
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earthly lover in heaven:
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Christ

The

Had

fOf a reUniOn With hef

A1

There will I ask of Christ the Lord
Thus much for him and me:-only to live as once on earth
With Love,--only to be,
As then ar,shile, for ever now
Together, I and he.
f¡

ql

While the earthly lover cherishes the same hope, he fears that his
unworthiness may frustraÈe their desire:
(.A1asl we two, v/e two, thou saytstl
Yea, one wast thou with me
That once of old. But shaLl God lift
To endless unity
The soul whose l-ikeness with thy soul
Was but its love for thee?)
\-Y. r I

These fears dominate the second half of The House of Life.

The speaker,

having received the laurel- of earthly fame as "Love's Last Gift",

left alone to make sense of life

"Without Her". He becomes

is

consumed

with desire to earn eÈernal reward, regiretting that his achievements
have been limited by a divided will,

despising days wasted in idleness-

Given "The Choice" between three approaches to life,

epicureanism,

asceticism, and whaÈ William Michael Rossetti cal-l-ed "the theoty of
)1

self development", the speaker favours the latter.-*

This choice

accords with a passage in "SoothsâY", a Poem that records Rossettirs
mature philosophy, which contends that one should apply oneself to duty,

striving to achieve eÈernal reward despite the impossibility of finally
proving that an afLerlife

exists:

Ilow much too late at lengÈh l--to trace
The hour on its forewarning face,
The thing thou hast not dared to doi.
Behold, this may be thusl Ere true
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ït prove, arise

and.

Let lore of all

Theol_oqv

bear thy yoke.

Be to thy soul what it-lan be,
But know,--Èhe power thãI-fashions.
Measured not out thy littI.
=p_r,
For thee to take the meting_råã
fn turn, and so approve on God
Thy science of Theometry. .

man

Gaze onward

without claim to hope,
g."ing
backward,
court regietYor,
(p. 222)

Rossetti is according a second significance
Èo art in the second secti.on
of The House of Life, then, suggesting
that it provides the measure of
the artistrs life ¿¡¿, consequently,
determines his fate:
O Lord.of work and peacei O
Lord of life!
O lord, the awful_ Iord of
willl
though late,
Even yet renew this soul_ with
duteous
breath:
That when the peace is garnered in
from
strife,
The work retrieved, the will
regenerate,
This soul may see thy face. ó-¡orO
of death,!
("The HearÈ of the mighÈ,',
f,XVf , p. 96)

As Rossetti stated. in the sonnet ufnclusiveness,,,
sal_vation or damnation
is determined by one's activities in

this Life-

To sunmarize these attitudes, Rossetti
saw both 10ve an. art as

intimations of immortality.

Because fove cannot be satisfied
within

the bounds of mortar existence, it points
towards an immortal rearm;
moreover, the ecstatic union of l_overs,
allowing a temporary conmunion
between souls, shadows man.rs immortar
nature.

Aït furthers this
vision because it can give physical
representation to the spirit,
imagÍng the divine in man- The artist
of inspired insight, able to
record transcendent visions, may earn
eternal aftertife by virtue of
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Rossetti exalts the artist with

that both have touched the divine:

Crave thou no dower of earthly things
Unworthy Hope' s imaginings.
To have brought true birth of Song to be
And to have won hearts to PoesY,
Or an¡vhere in the sun or rain
To have loved and been loved again,
Is loftiest reach of Hope's bright wings.
(p. 22r)
Tn â vêrse fracrmant hnwcr¡pr - he el-evates art above Othef human

f¡r

q

4Y¡r¡çr¡u,

vçI

¡rvrruwv!

t

passions:
TO ART

I loved thee ere I l-oved as woman, l,ove.
(p.24o)

Rossetti cherished art because with it he shaped both visions of love
and visions of afterl-ife,

winning immutable earthly existence for each.

Art is therefore the most powerful evocation of man's immortality for
Rossetti, as it lends physical- reality to abstractions dealing with
the soul

-

The thematic progression noted in Rossetti's l-iterary work is

also evident in his painting-

t^lhile his early art reveals man's

dlvinity on earth, his fater art attempts to give physical shape to
manrs spi..g.1t in the afterlife;

he shifts emphasis frorn the god-l-ike

nature of man on earth to the physical nature of the divine-

In his

early pictures, Rossetti portrayed the Virgin Mary, the symbol of
divine innocence and grace on earth.. Like the artist in

t'Fland and

Souf", Mary is bl-essed with divine conception while still

in the

tr^
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love for the divine. being. As these youèhful productions indicate,
focused on man's divinity

in this l-ife, Rossettirs early concern was

Èo

define the nature of man rather than to d.efine a concept of aft.erlife.
A shift av/ay from earthly affairs can be seen in many paintings
from RosseÈti's middle period, athematÌcdevel-opment similar to that
which occured in his poetry of the same period.

In Carlisle l{a11,

Paola and Francesca, The Wedding of St. George and the Princess Sabrina,
and The Vfeddinq of St. Georse a sense of doom shrouds the Lovers. Other

pictures from this period.-Sir Launcelot in the Queen's

Chamber,

lririting on the Sand, llow They Met ThemseLves, and the several stories
of Hamlet and Ophelìa-- forecast the death of the beloved or the death
of love itself-

Rossettirs l-overs seem stricken with the realization

Èhat the things of earÈh do not last; the lovers real-ize an earthly

limitation

upon their love similar to that which is given verbal

expression in The House ofLife

:

There came an image in Lifets retinue
That had Love's wings and bore his gonfalon:
Fair was the web, and nobly wrought thereon,
A soul-sequestered face, thy form and huel
Bewilderìng sounds, such as Spriag wakens to,
Shook in its folds; and through my heart its power
Sped. trackless as the immemorable hour
When birth's dark portal groaned and all was nev¡.

But a veiled woman foll-owed., and she caught
The banner round its staff, to furl and cling,-Then plucked a feather from the bearer's wing
And held it to his lips that stirred it not,
And said to me, "Behol-d, there is no breath:
I and this love are one, and I am Death.'t
(."Death-in-Love)' xlvttr, p. 9O)
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New

to the painÈíngs of this period is the sense of fear and desperatíon,

mortality frustrating the lovers who require, for their fulfi11ment,
union in an eternal afterlifeMany

of Rossetti's fater paintings focus upon the figure of

woman, alone and

usually trapped in a claustiaphobic siÈuation.

a

La Pia

de'Tolomei and Prosperine are trapped, the Blessed Damozef and Mariana
await their lovers, Astarte Syriaca is too beautiful and Pandora too
knowledgeable Èo adapt to earthly life.

Innocence has been lost to

each, and their faces share an expression of eternal sorrow. Like the
speaker in the later sonnets of The House of Life, they expect neither

release nor fulfillment

from life-

La Pia and Mariana, the two mortal

figures, hope for death Èo escape the torments of earthly life

and

Iove; the mythologies that accompany Prosperine, Pandora, Astarte

and

the Blessed Damozel- indicate that these figures still- nurture hope for
a future life.

Rossettits theme is particularly

well expressed in the

myth of Pandora, Èhe goddess who l-oosed all the evils upon the world

while at the

same time. she secured. man's

capacity to hope; the retention

of hope has proven to be both blessing and burden.
Oswald Doughty suggests that Rossetti, l-ike the painter Chiaro

in "Hand and Soul", intended Èhese female portraits to reveal- the
condition of his own soul; while the early portraits reflect his
joyful optimism, the later portraits image his despairing frustration:
That strange procession of ferqale portraits he
created in many a picture and poem, was indeed
the record his hand made of his soul as he
foresaw. From the early asceÈic Virgin of
his tAnnunciationr and the earlier 'Girlhood of
l"Iary Virgin t , Èhrough the entranced t'Beata
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Beatrixt and tDantets Dreamr, the voluptuous
Lil-ithr, to the
'Bocca Baciata' and 'LadytPandora',
tMnemosynet
in whose
and
menacing
on
madness,
of
flame
eyes glimmers a sullen
tAstarte
and
Syriaca'
to Èhe darkly brooding
expressed
stony sphinx of the end. Rossetti
through the forms of women, the experience of
his own soul , as he tried to l-ive his myth,
his ideal vision, arnidst the frustrations of
the outer worfd of realiÈy- Both his poetry
and painting overwhelmingly testify to the
truth of his assertion, '411 my life I have
dreamt one dream-'22
Although Doughty's biographical inferences are speculative, his

description of Rossetti's th.emaÈic deVel-opment is apt; while Rossetti's
early paintìngs celebrate "lustral rite", "dire portent" is most
irunediately apparent in his last pictures.
been banished. from the later portraits,
seem

to be haunted by it.

It is not that hope has

but rather thaL these figures

They are f.tozen in expectancy which ís boÈh

dutl and imploring, their despair so apparent because they are
with wan

hoPe.

Much

the

nagged

of Rossetti t s work explores aspects of the connection between

human and

the divine, and often his art reveafs a mind possessed

with mystical experience. Wlltiam Michael Rossetti cited Rossettirs
interest in occuft matters: t'he was superstitious in the grain, and
antÍ-scientific

to the marrow. . -Any writing about devils, spectres,

or the supernatural generally, whether in poetry or prose, had always
a fascination for him."zr Pursuing this subject in his art, Rossetti
often touched. upon esoteric supernatural or transcendent experiences'
He treats aájà vu in "Sudden Light", reincarnation in'5t. Agnes of
Intercession," The Doppetgånger tradition of fateful confrontation in

f,J

How They Met Themsef.ves, and voodoo magic

in "sister Helen'Ì. He treats

angels and,devils, Mary and MephistopheJ-es, as these figures represent

levels of existence beyond ordinary

human

from religious and occult traditions,

being. These subjects, derived

supplied Rossetti with physical

images of spirÍtua1 presences. To be understood, they must be
apprehended by the soul, and hence Rossetti betieved that these images

were the proper terrltory

of the artist.

As Ìve saw in chapter one of Èhis thesis, Rossetti did not bel-ieve

that by recreating works of the past the artist
inspiration;

Èo

rather the artist can be inspired by the original work,

absorbing it into his own vision:
own

forfeiÈed his claim

"he lthe painter] working from his

poetical resources' has found a sympathetic echo in the words of

a brother poet" (,'C. H. Learr" P. 575). As this quotation indicates,
Rossetti saw no reason why the painter could not borrow his
inspiration from the poet, or vice-versa; for him, the arts are
connected, as they both express "poetic" vision.

depict a scene inspired from th-e literature

His paintings often

of another artist.

does his poetry often grow from the painting of another artist;
noÈ merely describe the visual details,

his distinctively

but creates a

And so

he does

poem based upon

subjective interpretaÈion, as his sonnet for

Leonardo da Vinci's Our lady of the Rocks exemplifies:

Mother, is this the darkness of the end,
The shadow of Death? and is that ouÈer sea
rnfinite imminent Eternity?
And does the death-pang by man's seed sustained
In time's each instant cause thy face to bend
fts silent prayer upon the Son, while He
Blesses the dead with His hand silently
To His long day which hours no more offend?

É,4

Mother of grace, the pass is difficult,
Keen as these rocks, and the bewíldered souls
Throng it like echoes, blíndly shuddering through.
Thy name, O Lord, each spirit's voice extols,
lrlhose peace abides in the dark avenue
Amid the bitterness of things occult.
(p. 17r)

Rossettits own paintings and poems often act in concert, one art form
complementing rather than merely explicating the other.

In "The

Blessed Damozel", for example, the paintíng and the poem project

single vision.

a

While the poetic medium can only evoke physical detail,

it can give full expression to Èhe psychological content; by contrast,
the visual

med.ium

captures physical detail,

but can only evoke or

suggest the psychological content. The two genres are therefore
important to the full expression of one theme, the visual representation balancing the literary

description.

Rossetti endeavours to

minimize the difference between the two genres--rendering vivid visual

detail

in his poems and capturing psychological conÈent by expression

.:.^ L+
--J
-.-L^1
rr¡
ÞJ'uvr
¡rrs paintings--seeking Èo balance opposing principles
a¡ru

even in the technical aspects of his workRecent studies have explored the similarity

between composition

and techrrique in Rossetti's painting and poetry, suggesting his

deliberate attempt to achieve the same effect in both genres. Wendell
Stacy Johnson cites a study by Eva TieÈ2, 'rDas MaLerische in Rossettis

Dichtung", which illustrates

this technical interrelationship:

Dr- lietz consid.ers the detailed poetic
description of J-ight effects and contrasts
in col-our, as well as the use of verticaL
and horizontal forms to achieve pictorial
She cites examples
and decorative results.
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from the verse of perspective as a painter
would see it, and descriptions of objects that
grow weak and grey as. they recede, "gireen
grass / VÍhitened by distance" ("Boulogne to Amiens
and Paris"). Finally, she suggests that in
both Rossettits pictures and his poems, with
their feminine figures and moonlit landscapes, the
figure is the visual center, graphically described
and surrounded by minute decorative detail with
the landscape as a distant and subordinate
background.24

Bernie Leggett conducÈs a similar analysis of Èhe painting

and

"Mary Magdelene", comparing the linear and rhythmic movement:

Rossetti's graphic device is to achieve motion
from line: his verbal- technique is to adapt
sound patterns to the physical impetus of his
speakers. The guiding principle of both artworks
is the convergence of dialectical- movements
and the resolution of their suspension-25
As these studies reveal, Rossetti's paired poems and paintings not

only share the same subject, being also related by structure
l-a¡hni
¡s¡!asv mra
uvv

and

.

Perhaps in his desire to merge the two art forms, Rossetti

was

responding, at least in part, to his fears that he pursued one art at

the expense of the other.

rn despairing

momenÈs,

he lamented that his

talent and time had been divid.ed between painÈing and writing'

In

,,I-ost on Both Sides", according to William }lichael Rossetti's expli-

cation, Rossetti addressed this dilemma:
I do not know v¡hat train of thoughÈ or of feelinq
impelled my brotFrer Èo wriÈe ttre sorrnet, hut'
should conjecture that it was composed' at some
moment of discontent v¡ith his own endeavours,
r,¡hether as painter or as poet. According to ihis
view, the !''separaÈe hopes which in a soul had

the one same Peace" would be his efforts
partly in the form of painting and partly in
that of poetïy, at obtaining eminence (by which
I do not mean worldly reputation so much as
adequate self-development) - This hoped for
eminence is now contemplated as unattainable,
or aË any rate unattained; and the efforÈs
themselves "roam together through that soul",
its obscurer bye-ways and disused halting
wooed

places.26

But, putting this question aside, it is still
always plagued with fears that his artistic

clear that Rossetti
integritY might

was

be

compromised:

belief is that I am a poet (within the
limit of my powers) primarily, and that it is
my poetic tendencies that chiefly give value
to my pictures: only paintìng being--what
poetry is not--a livelihood--T have put my poetry
chiefly in that form. On the other hand,
the bread-and-cheese guestion has led to a good
deal- of my painting being pot-boiling and no
more--whereas my verse, being unprofitable, has
remained tas much as I have found time for)
unprostituted - ¿'
My own

As Ralph Berry explains, the offer of money, more than any living

artist had ever been paid, enticed Rossetti to produce Èhe pot-boilers
1Q
he despis"d.'o John Nicoll- describes Rossetti's careless, hasty
style in these works: "Essentially the changes in his own art that
were to take place as a result of his relations with his patrons were
firstly

an increasing tendency to subordinate his creativity

repeating

Èhemes

by

that had already proved popular with clients,

secondly. - .to lapse increasingly into a ftorid'

and

hasty and sometimes

onlypassablycompetentmanneri.smt]ratbetraysboththeshallowness
of his inspiration, and the technical improficiency which his
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originality,

commitment and pictoriatly

expressed personality had

)q
hitherto. Èranscendeð.."" Not only are these paintings deficient

technically, but many depict the fleshly physicality of "Body's Beauty",
a subject which Rossetti had denounced in Th. Ho-ts-of-IJ*€=' pledging
himse]f instead to the service of "Soul's Beauty. " These paintings
exemplify the type of uninspired art to which Rossetti objected'
artistic.expression

As

they are neither unique nor sincere; they possess

no vision.

since Rossetti believed that the purpose of art was to shape
earn eternal afterlife,

Ìt is not surprisìng that he was haunted by

fears lest "Work and Will awake too late"; he feared, similarly,
Ioss of artistic

and

inspiration.

the

For Rossetti, both arts must address the

purpose, giving shape and Substance to his "one dream", his
I'poetic"
"one Hope." In both arts, Rossetti attempted' to focus on a

same

subject, describing and portraying the divine in relation to man. He
described his work in the visual arts as "poetic" painting, emphasizing
the importance of inspired conception a¡d content in art.

For this

reason, he resented. Èhe description of his poetry as 'rword painting";
he used visuaf detail in his poetry to l-end shape and substance to his

vision.

Whistler's epigrammatic reference points to the close

rel-ationship between Rossetti's painÈing and poetry:
?o

down the picture and frame the sonnet-""-

"Rossetti, take

CTIAPTER THREE

Vfilliam Morris and the People: The Artíst
r-n Ruild and Earthly Paradise
L!¡¡Y
^++Ãññ+ìnn
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The preceding chapteï states Rossetti's conviction that the quality

of a work of art is determined by the quality of the individual artist;
with personaf dedication and divine inspiration the artist

can produce

a great work. fn contrast, I^fitliam Morris befieved that a work of art
reflects the society in which it is created; art flourishes when a
whole society is involved in some form of creative pursuit, and, as

a

corollary, art decays when it becomes an individ'ual pursuit' A statement of Morris's attitude towards the rol-e of the artist and the
purpose of art, as it was fully and finafly

articulated in his last

prose work News from Nowhere, introduces this chapter. His early works

are then studied in particular detail to establ-ish the continuity of
Too often,
Morris's aestlretic throughout his own career as artist.
thís early literature

is dismissed from the body of his work, onLy

noted. for the effect of Rossetti's Pre-Raphaelite influence.

As

a

general statement, this chapter maintains that Morris recognized' an
organic bond between art and society througtrout his career, and thaÈ
he was drawn, even. in his earliest works, to mediaeval art, which he
believed the product of a vital culture'
Chapter Ore of this thesis describes Morris's belief that art, in

a vital

society, is ttre genuine expression of the people,
58

embodYing
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their mythos: "This is what is meant by the much abused word
which by no means signifies that the idea expressed is

'originality'

the sole property of the author. - .but that the author has been able
to express it in his own way, and become Èhe voice through which the
poetry of mankind speaks so far-"-

l

He

believed that traditional

truth,

the legacy of the past, is understood by the whole body of a healthy
society; under these conditions,. it is the role of the artist
ne\¡/

expression to traditional

his society.

to give

truth, adapting it Èo the perceptions of

Morris admired certain traditional

Hesiod, Herod.otus, and Malory,

amongi

authors--Homer,

several- others--in whose works

he

believed Èhe essential idea of human beinq was contained:
These are the kind of book which Mazzini called
'Biblest; they cannot always be measured by a
literary standard, but to me they are far more
important than any literature.
They are in no
sense the work of individual-s buÈ hqve growrr up

from the very hearts of the people.'

According to Morris, a healthy society, wherei-n the poeple
understand and idenÈify wittr- art, requires that the people pursue

creative exercise in their daily l-ives. Under this condition, both
the fine and the lesser arts are alike an expression of the people,
addressing the same aim, fulfilling

the

same

purpose: "Art made by

the people and. for the people, a joy to the maker and Èhe user" (_XxIf,
p, 58). The lesser arts stand as the foundation of all art, representing
mants initial

need to create; the fine arts are a secondary manifesta-

t.ion which ariseSwhen man's creative needs and abilities

become more

complex. The best art is produced by a society that allo$¡s the two
arts to exist side by side, ensuring a close bond between the artist

ou

and the People:

I must tell you that in all times when the arts
were in a healthy condition there was an
intimate connexion between these two kinds of
art; nay moreover that in those times when art
flourished most, the higher and the lower kinds
of art were divided from one another by no hard'
and fast lines; the highest of the inte]lectuaf
art had an ornanental character in it and
appealed to all men, and to all Èhe faculties of
a mani while the humblest of the ornamental art
shared in the meaning and deep feeling of the
intellectual; one melted into the other by scarce
perceptible gradations; or to put it into other
words, the best artist was a woçkman, the
humblest workman was an artist-'
In a deca\dent society, the people become divorced from creative
endeavour and the fesser arts become extinct; while Lhe fine arts

persist, they attain an unhealthy autonomy, d,ivorced as they are from
the life of the PeoPle.
Morris diagnosed the nineteenth century as a period of socialdecline., As his letters and lectures so often reiterate,

artistic

bfamed the growth of industrial

and
he

society for the deaÈh of the art of

the people. [Ie feared that the people, harnessed to the machinery
of modern technology¡ were being forced. to blunt their imaginative
creative impulses. He believed that the quality of individual life
suffers when man is forced to lahour at useless toil;

and

and so does the

collective culture suffer, as ttle people, with their ìmaginative

sense

htrrnl-eri- rlân neither Understand contempqrary works Of art nor the
v¿q¡uus

t

v$¿¡

¡¡vd

traditions upon which these buìld.
genuine artist
have no vìtal

Under these conditions, the

is isolated from society, working with traditions that
connecÈion with his contemporary world^ According to
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Morrists estimate, society in the nineteenth century ímposed certain
limitations on the artist

and his work:

Therefore the artists are obliged to express
themselves, as it were, in a language ¡noè
understanded of the people': nor is this
their fault; if they were to try, as some
think they should, to meet Èhe public halfway, and work in such a manner as to satisfy
only those prepossessions of men ignorant of
art, they would be casting aside their special
gifts, and would become traitors to that
cause of art which it is their duty and glory
to serve: tlrey have no choÌce save to do their
personal work wittrout any hope of being
understood as th-ings are nov¡; to stand apart as
possessors of some sacred mystery, which,
whatever happens, they must at least do their
best to guard, - '1
As this passage suggests, Morris despised. the elitism of the art for

artts sake movement, denouncing it as "art cuftivated by a few, and'
for a few, who wouÌd consider it necessary--a duty, if they could
admit duties--Èo despise the

common

herd, to hold themsel"ves aloof

from all thaÈ the worLd has been struggling for from the first, to
guard carefully every approach Èo theirpalaceof art" (xxr], Pp- 38-

39). And so was he critical

of art that referred only to the reality

of the nineteenth-century world, his novel News frQm Nowlrere implying
that social satire, especiall-y as it appeared in Thackerayrs wQrks,
llorris believed that a good artist
opposed life and genuine creativity.
in the nineteenth century naturally knew that his subject must come
from the past; working wiÈhin a decð\dent society, an artist still has
access to the tegacy of past traditions"

while Morris admired art

that conununicates a sense of history and tradition¡

he believed that

'õ¿
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vital to that culÈure.
Tn his own work Morris turned to the mediaeval past, disccvering

in it the vital culture of a communal society.

The past for Morris

functioned as a necessary imaginative escape from machine-like
producÈivity to handicraft creativity,

from industrial technology to

folkcommunity, in short from ugliness to beauty. He admired the great
Gothic structures, each. a monument to man's joyful labour in a society
that nurtured creative energy. As he suggested in News from

Nowhere,

this architecture is an assertion of mediaeval self-confidence,
attempting as it does to reach beyond the l-imitations imposed by earth:
"Like the mediaevals, we like everyth-ing trim and clean, and orderly
and bright; as people always do when they have any sense of

architectural poweri because then they know that they can have what
they want, and they won't stand any nonsense from Nature in their
dealings with her" [XVI, p. 73) - Morris admired the creative spirit
which pulsed tlrrough the whole of mediaeval art, informing the

chronicles of Froissart, the romances of Malory, the long Chaucerian
narratives, and the l.lorLhern sagas and epics, each springing from the
1ife, tradiÈional and cultural,
Morris's close identification

of the people- J. I{. Mackail describes
with all things mediaeval:

For to Morris the Middle Ages, out of which
he is sometimes seemed. to have stTayed by
some accident into the nineteenth century,
were his habitual envirenment: he lived in
them as really and as simply as if he had
been translated back to thern in actual
vision. f,
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Yet, as Chapter One states, Morris did not advocate the wholesafe
reinstitution

of mediaeval \,rays- He was not oblivious to the violence

and political

disorder which he perceived. e.çmË.y

destroyed the

creative power of mediaeval society:
Years ago ments mind.s were full of art and the
dignified shows of l-ife, and they had but littl-e
time for justice and peace; and the vengeance
on them tras not increase of the violence they

did not heed, but destruction of the art
Èhev heeded.o

This society lacked the stability

to ensure the continuity of

ü7i11iam Fredeman speculates

creative life.

that llorris's

manrs

understanding

of this deficiency in mediaeval society encouraged his interest in
political

theory:

"His ultimate turning to politics

\úas almost

inevitable, and it may be explained. simply by his d.esire to resèore to
the England of the nineteenth-century noÈ the life of the Middle
but what he understood to be the animating spirit
^+
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Ages

of art that flourished

7

from Vowh"t. =rrnnorts Fredemants assertion, as Morris in his
utopia retains the mediaeval approaclr- to the arts while he rejects
News

mediaeval feudalism in favour of a larger system of

organization; the socio-political

communal

structure of Nowhere is responsible

for replacing the violence, cruelty and competitive heroics of the
Middle ages with. a spirit

of peaceful stability

and fellowship.

creates an earthl-y paradise wherein the lives of the people are

Morris
marked

by a beauty and longer¡it1' unknown either to the mediaeval age or to
the nineteenÈh century.

In "Nowhere", the people groq old slowly

and

o¿]

gracefully, with the immediate evidence of death and decay removed from
Life is Utopian, nurÈuring creativity;

their lives.

death, when it

comes, is accepted. as the inevitable order of cyclical nature.

Since

content to focus on the things of

they hold no hope for after-life,

this worLd, their society is structured to allov¡ every man fulfillment
through daily creatÌve pursuits-

contínually exercised, manrs

imaginative sense is fully activated allowing him to take real delight
in Èhe material of ancient myths; dialogn:e from the novel reveals the
significance of myth to the people in

Nowhere:

I saw at a glance that their subjects were taken
from queer old-world myths and imaginations which
in yesterday¡s world only about half a dozen
people ìn the country knew anything about- . -I
smiled, and said: 'I^Iell-, f scarcely expected to
find record of the Seven Swans and the ICing of
the Golden Mountain and Faithful Henry, and such
curious pleasant imaginations as Jacob Grimm got
together from the childhood of the wor1d, barely
lingering even in his time. I should have
thought you would have forgotten such childishness
L-ÐY

!L.:
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'What do you mean, guest? I think them very
beautiful, I mean not only the pictures, but the
stories; and when we were children we used to
imagine Èhem goìng on in every wood-end, by the
bight of every stream; every house in the fields
was the Fairy King's House to us.! (xv], p. I00)As Morris described, vivid. imagination allows the people to understand
Èhe

difference between great and lesser works of art from the past, the

people of Nowhere rejecting intuitiVely
which Morris himself disliked;

"I

smiled faintly

the nineteenth century works

thus, the gnrest in'Nòwhere conments:

to think the nineteenth- century, of which such big

words have been said, counted. for nothing in the memory of this

man
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who read. shakespeare and had

not forgotten the Þfiddle Agesr' IXVI, p. 49] -

In a dialognre about the purpose of art, tÌre characters explain that it
must engage their imaginative sympathy:

'weIlrt said Dickr,'surely it is but natural to
like these things strange; just as when we were
children, as I said just now, \^/e used to pretend
to be so-and.-so in such-and.-such a p1ace.
That's what these pictures and poems do; and
why shouldn't th-eY?"
rThou hast hit. it, Dick, r quoth ol-d Hammond;
'it is the child-Iike part of us that produces
works of the i:nagination. When we are children
time passes so slow wìth us that we seem to
have time for everythingr (SVr, P. 102) In this society, ìmagination rules reason, creativity
and decay; the people retain child-like

supercedes death

innocence, happy and producÈive

in this 1ife, accepting rather than fearing final mortality"

In

Nowhere, man no longer recognizes duality as the necessary condition

of existence as he rather accepts for himself the

same

condítions that

govern external nature¡ in harmony with Èhe non-human world, mants life

follows a cyclical process. As a result, the material around which
the fine arts usualty build, the tensions and complexities of life

and

the warring passions of mart, are eliminated from Morrisrs Utopian
society.

One

character in the novel objects that the ease and
expression and breeds

complaisance of life

in Nowhere denies artistic

a dul} people:

is it that though h'e are interested with our

life

"How'

for th-e most part, yet when people take to çríting poems or

palnting pictures they seldom

de.al-

with our modern life,

or if they

do, take good care. Èo make their poems and pictures unlike that life?('
cxvT, pp. 1Ol--1O2). But, as another character in the fiction points
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ou!,artfindsexpressionintheactivitiesofdailylife:
When
'Books, booksl always books' grandfatheri
the
will you understand that after a1l it is
world we live in r'¡hich interests us; the world
of which we are a part, and which we can never
Lovetoomuch?Lookl'shesaid,Èhrowingopen
the casement wider and showing us the r'¡hite
lighÈ sparklìng between the black shadow of the
moonlit garden, through which ran a littl-e
shiver of the night-wind, 'lookl these are our
books in these days--and these" she said'
stepping lightly up to the two lovers and tand
laying a hand on each of their shoulders;
the guest Èhere' ' 'and even you' grandfather'
(XVr, P- 150) .

ForMorris,artistheexpressionofcreativeenergyandimagination;
by man of
"That thíng which I understand by real art is the expression
his pleasure in labour,' [xxrr, P- 42). Art, the process of creativíty,
is the way of life in his Utopian Nowhere'
MorrisexplainedthatthecreativesocietyinNowheregrewoutof
the
a social revolution which. had formed. in anarchic reaction against
nineteent?r.-centurypatternofsocialorganization.Hislettersand
lectures reveal that the theme of revolution was very real to his
peaceful
social-aesthetic theory. while he sometimes contemplated the
evolution of socieÈy towards a more healthy and creative state'
impotency
suggestìng that the people would not long accepÈ the enforced

of machine-like productivity and would reclaim the right to creativity
asthenatura]-legacyofhumanbeing|mQreoftenhewaswillingthata
revolution should obliterate art as it was known in the nineteenth
century. As a character in
artist

Nerr¿S

fr-on l¡owhe{e notes, the genuine

in the nìneteenth century, because he was continually frustrated

6'1

in his search for beauty, v/as Èhe natural a1ly of the revolution:
'There are traditions--nay, real histories--in
our family about it fthe nineteenth centurlz]:
my grandfather was orì.e of its victims. If you
know something about it, you will understand
what he suffered when I teI1 you that he was
in those days a genuine artist, a man of
genius, and. a revolutionist' (xVI, pp. 96-97).

l4crris declared that his own revolutionarv ideals were formul-ated to
d,efend traditional

art against the currents of contemporary decadence:

And yet, I must tell

you that I am an artist:
art is that by which I live; it feeds me body
and soul, and without it the world would. be
empty to me: judge therefore how I must love
and long for the Art of the Peoplel For
which with me it comes to this, that I cannot
1íve wlth any approach to happiness without
art forming part of my life, and I know Èhat
my only chance of my having any real share in
art, is that it shall be the Art of the People:
nay more, f know that what art yet remains to
us from the time when man had some pleasure in
his labour, is lessening day by day, and. that
unless some change comes which will give all
people a share in art, there will soon be no
art at all left in Èhe worl-d.. Judge, therefore,
I say, how I must love the art of the Peopleló

In a letter of L874, Morrisïåapsuted his Utopian vision of

News

from Nowhere, but stated that he felt powerless to effecÈ the social
changes which he envisioned¡ here, he implies that the role of the

artist

is passive, d.ivorced from the worl-d. of action:
Surely if people fived five hundred years
instead of thre.escore and ten they would
find. some better way of living than in such
a sordid loathsome place, but now it seems
to be nobodyrs business to try to better
things--isntt mine you see in spiÈe of all
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my grumbling--but look, suppose people lived
in litÈle communities among gardens and green
fields, so that you could be in Èhe country in
five minutes' walk, and had few wanÈs' al-most

no furniture
studied the
and finding
I think one

for insÈance, and no servants' and
(difficult') arts of enjoying life'
out what they really wanted: then
had rea1ly
mighÈ hope civilization

bequn- 9

A tater letter,

of 1881, indicates that Morris eventually determined

cause-and-effect relationship between passive artistic

a

statement and

activeparticipationintherealv¡orld.HesÈatedthatman,sverbal
complaintsagainstrr.isaqeoftenServeasapreludetosocialaction;
these complaints, formulated in art, inspirit others with a zeaL

Lo

reform,becoming.,atworstlikeÈhemusictowhichmengotobattle.
of course if the thing is done egotistically 'tis bad so fari but then
again, how to do it well or ill,

is a matter of art l-ike otÏrer

1rl

thinqs. "'"

News from Nor'¡here,

envisioning a Utopia based' upon Marxist

principles to which l4orris hinsetf adhered, seems to contrad'ict Morris's
betief that art should not be delìberately didactic, but John Redmond
correctly points out that it is not so much' a piece of political
propaganda, as it is the embodiment of traditional truths which comprise
the myth of the GoLden Age Ètrroughout literary

.

history:

our
twhatl Morris realized is that we must measure
but
lives imaginatively as well as rationally;
thistory', âs we understand the Èerm in th'e West
for a century or so, is an objective' 'scientific'
record rationafly interpreted' whereas mlths'
legends, and utopian dreams are offered not. as
facÈs Èo the intelt-igence but as truths to the
imagination. . 'even in Èhe very practically
intended Marllfesto of the Soc!al-i{!'eg-gge'
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Morris could speak of his hope for England as being
a return to a condition like 'that primitive
Communism that preceded Civilization' .11
For Morris, the cbief purPose of the fine arts is to cultivate man's
sense of beauty and ìmaginatíon by recreating and re-stating intuitive,

non-intellectuaf truÈhs: "411 the greater arts appeaÌ to that intricate
combination of intuitive

perceptions' feelings, experience, and

memory

which is called ìmagination" (XXII, p- 235). He held that the lesser

arts, too, should provoke similar imaginative response, as his design
aims lndicate:

"You may be sure that any decoration is futil-e'

has fall-en at least into the first

stage of degradation, when it does
1)

not remind you of something beyond. itself. "-purpose, the arts fulfill

and'

Addressed to this

a necessary social function, as Morris

insisted they should: 'tnothing can be a work of art which is not
useful; that is to say, which does not minister to the body when wefl
under the

command.

of the mind, or which does not amuse, Soothe, or

elevate the mind in a healthy state" CXXII, p. 23).

Morrists art is

suggestive ralher than deliberately didactic, then, encouraging the

reader to develop his faculty for imaginative perception.
Morris admired mediaeval art because it excited his full imaginative response- That he valued. this art is evidenced by his afl egiance
to the AnÈi-scrape League, a groüp pledged to save mediaeval
monuments and

structures from rest.oration and renovaÈion at the

of nineteenth.-century architects.
artifact

hands

Fof Morris, the authentic mediaeval-

communicated the rich imaginatìve spirit

of its

age

the mediaeval imagination which he emulates in his literary

^ lt is
works,
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attempting to reproduce the animat'ing spirit

rather than the literal

context of his mediaeval sources. Morris believed that he could create
new arÈ, having imbibed. the spirit

of a mediaeval work: "Read it

through. . .then shut the book and write it out again as a new story
't?

for yourself."-"

walter Pater aptly describes Morris's literary

achievement:

of that world this new poetry takes possession,
and sublimates beyond it another still fainter
and rnore spectral, which is litera1ly an
artíficlaL or 'earthly paradise'- rt ís a finer
ideal, extracted. from what in relation to any
actuaf worl-d is already an ideal. Like some
strange second flowering after date, it renews
on a more delicate tyge the poetry of a pasÈ
age, but must not be confounded with it-14
Even in his earliest literary

work, Morris's practice was to

borrow tone and atmosphere rather than fact from mediaeval sources. In

his article

"l"lorrists Treatment of His Mediaeval Sources", David

Staines demonstrates that no exact correspondence can be made between

Morris's poetry in The Defence of Guenevere volume and the stories
that appear either Ìn MalorY or Froissart, although he cites

"The

Defence of Guenevere" as the poem most apparently derivative:
Though Froissart asuÍtmes a greater importance
than Malory in th-e study of the 1858 volume in
regard to the number of poems where dependence
upon a source can be noted, his actua] influence

ls almost impossible to detect with precise
clarity.
No poem is as indebted to Froissart
as t'The Defence of Gunevere" is to Malory. And
nany poems are reduplications of the atmosphere
of FroÌssarÈ's wgffd, thouglr- an actual- source
r*s non-exisÈent.rl

Even in "Îhe Defence of Guenevere" it is Morrisrs deviation from

7T

Malory which is the most significant aspecÈ of the poem; Morris¡s
GueneveredefiesMalorv's version of her affair with Launcelot, her
whole defence resting on her private interpretation

of the past

as

opposed to the legendary account. According to her subjective inter-

pretation, her love for Launcelot was inevitable, almost sacred,

"ThaÈ

which I deemed would ever round me move / Glorifying all things" (I'

p- 3).

She suggests that by love Launcelot and she were lifted

mundane

reality,

above

and that her accusers, whose "bawling broke our dream

üpl' are guilty of an offense against love (r, p. 9).

She describes

the progress of her affair witT. Launcelot in careful and graphic detail,
not to antagonize the court, but rather to convey her vision of the
significant past.

fn ord.er to convince the court that her vísion is

true, she appeals directly to their imaginative sense to cultivate
slrynpathetic identificaÈîon-

She knows

that the court expects her

defence to be more in keeping with their objective interpretation of

the affair:
God wot I ought to say, I have done i11,
And pray you all forgiveness heartilyl
Because you must. be right, such. great lords--still.
(r, p- 1) -

.

From her pÐdspective, Gauwaine, who rel-ies only on the objective facts,

lies; his accusations accrue from the historical

past, as it

is

reported in Malory- Like Guenevere, many characters in the volume
engage in a simílar effort

Èo name the important past, attempting to

separate personal account from factual, inaginative recollection from

historical--

The volume, then, is both a study and reproduction of
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the mediaeval imagination, the. quality of which capÈivated Morris.
Several poems in ttlg io.å"rr"" of eu"n"v.t. focus on the role of art
as it v/as perceived by the mediaeval mind. Characters in these
approach lífe

poems

with energy and Ìmagination, hoping to perform heroic

deeds for which they will be immortalized in art.

They struggle against

the laws of nature, both earthly and human, which dictate flux

and

impermanence- Morris's mediaevals lìve and love with desperate

:'
urgency, eager to wring life

from 1ife, a1Èhough they finally

"just nothing, but to fail and fail and fail"i

avail

Èheir names appear

neither in Malory nor Froissart, so their version of the important past,
within thê context of these poems, is lost to time ("Sir Peter Harpdonrs
End", I, p. 60). Morris, howeverr s4ves the.se characters from obl-ivion
Like the legendary Arthurian characters

by imagining them Èo life-

whose tales preface the volume, Morrists mediaevals pursue heroic ideals

which finally

literary

meet with defeat.

The Arthurian characters, famous in

history, differ only because Èhey have triumphed over time by

gaining irnmortality tlrrough art.
Guenevere is structurally

introduce the central
mediaeval spirit

Their position in lhe Pef.ence of

sìgnificant,

th.eme

as they aPpear first

in order to

of the volume; they represent the essential

and serve as th-e archetlpal models upon which Morris

based hìs own med.iaeval . characters..

fn t'Concerning Geoffray Teste Noire", John of Newcastle

would.

suhmit his version of the importanL past to Froissart to win a place

for it in chronicle historY:
John. Froissart knoweth he [Teste Noire] is dead by now,
No doubt, but k¡oweth not this tale just past;
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Perchance then you can te1l him what f know.

(I, p. 8t),

The poem presents John's struggle to come to terms with the exact

naÈure of the important pasÈ, as he is unable to free the tale of

greatesÈ historical

Noire directÌy,

association.

significance. the materiaL concerning Geoffray Teste

from vlvid ideas that come to the fore by emotional

His past, his ìnner world of imaginative reverie, finally

dominates hís recollection of the actuaL historical

past; the story

that John really wants to tell concerns two skeletons he had discovered
in the woods, and their past life as he has imagined it.
skeleton has excited his imaEination particularly,

narrative he recalls, and almost re-lives,

The female

and in his

his necrophilic response:

OVer those bones I sat and pored for hours,
And thoughÈ, and. d.ream'd, and stil1 I scarce could see
The small- white bones that lay upon the flowers,
But evermore I saw the lady.

f kiss their soft lids lhere,

And. in green gardens àòar.ce can stop my lips
From ¡¡andering on.your f,ace, but that your hair

Fatrls donn and tangles rne, back my face slips.

CI, p. 79-80)

He has had

-

a monument erected to honour the dead lovers, but the last

lines indicate his fear that the monument will- erode with time, just
as aLl things of earth are

doomed.

to perish:

This lthe monument] Jaques Picard, Knov¡n through many lands,
cunningily¡ he(s dead Dori--f am ol-d.,
tI , p. 81).

talroughÈ

John's application to Froissart is

one more

bid to save his concept of

14

the important past from Èhe destructive forces of time.
Johnrs monologue illustrates

Morris's belief that the creative

imagination is the only human faculty capable of transcending the laws
of death and decay; with imagination, John was abl-e to make skeleÈons
dance with new 1ife, arthough their bones 1ie forgoÈÈen in the woods,

and "AfÈer t.hese years the flowers forget their blood"
John is an example of Morris's own ability
come

to life;

(,I

, p. jg).

Èo make the skeleton past

he is a figure of l4orris's imagination, although

embodies the heroic mediaevat spirit

he

as it was recorded by Malory

Froissart, especially in his desire to outrun the laws of nature

and.

and

the limitations of l-lfe.
Similarly, the desire for fame and immortality in art is

an

important theme in "Sir Peter Harp,âonrs End". Peter wants to

be

immortalized as a second Hector, and. therefore dedicates himself to the

ideal of heroic action in love arrd war:
llhy should. r not do this thing that r think,
For even when I come to count the gains,
I have them on my side: men will talk, you know,
(We talk of liector, dead so long agoner)
When I am dead., of how this Peter clung
To what he thought the right; of how he di-ed,
Perchance, at last, doing some desperate deed
Few men would care to do novr, and this is gain
To me, ias ease and money is to you.
[r, p. 43).
The futility

of his hid for personal fame is underlined as the news of

his death. is accompanied,, ironically,
Launcelot and

h'i

s heroics:

Sing we therefore then
Launcelot's praise again,

'n¡ith a song of praise for
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For he h/an crownes ten,
If he wan not twelve.
To his death from his birth
He was muckle of worth,
Lay him in the cold earth-,
A long grave Ye may delve.

[I, p. 61) .

Peter remains the unsung hero, then, but as his lady, Afice points out,
albeit wìth subjective bias, the tribute to Launcelot coul-d be as well
applied to Peter; f,ike Launcelot, PeÈer was defeated in his heroic
pursuit.

Alice portrays the element of despair which underlies the

desire for fame when she admtts that. earthly renovm is poor consolation
in the face of death:
PerhaPs theY wiI1,

years are past make sonqs of usi
help me, though, truly I never thought
That I should make a story in this way,
A storY that his eyes can never see.

When many

God

tr, P. 60) -

But within the context of the poem, and indeed within the context of

the whole Volume, Morri5 is not censuring the mediaeval urge for
earthly renowni rather, he suggests that there. is something imaginative
and fine in this quest for permanence that so often promotes heroic

actions and ideals.
In an early prose romance, "The Story of Èhe unknov¡n church.",
Morris indìcated his belief that the mediaeval attitude toward art as
vehicle for earthly imnortality should still
mod.ern

be comprehensibfe to

a

audience. On one fevel, this story emphasizes that the actions

and passigns of man fade¡ as dO his commemorative monuments; the

a
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reader is presented wíth a vision of nature and time triumphant over
man and

his pasÈ: "if you knew the place, You woul-d see the heaps

made

by earth-covered ruins heaving the yellow corn into glorious waves,
that the place where my church used to be is as beautiful now as
it stood in aII iLssplendourl' (I, p. f49).

so

when

But the dead hand of the

past pens the story, as the narrator reveals Èhat he died about six
hundred years ago; despite his death and the decay of his monuments and

sculptures, his truth--his
reaches through. time-

conception of the important past--still

The literal

content of the story states that

life and love are defeated by death, and. that man, seeking to
immortalize the events of his life in art, is defeated again; the
Iovers die, he dies. and the memoriaf sculptures erode. Yet because
the spirit of his struggle can reach through time, still
to contemporary man,
oblivionhuman

hL:is

apprehensible

to

tife and work are not consigned final]y

As this work indicaÈes, Morris assumed the continuity of the

spirit.

insensitivity

He assumed that contemporary readers, despite growing

and thoughÈless pa$ivity,

could still- understand the

mediaeval driVe to achieve inunortality in art.

In this story, then,

Morris not only presented a tale from the past, but also forged

a

connective link between Èhe past and the present'
The Earthly Paradise further probes Morris's conception of the

paradoxìial past, a dead world v¡hich can never die'

Ife suggests that

Èhe essence of the Middle Ages, preserved in Èh-e art of that period,
!L: - arE,
^-+
retains potency, and that a mdern poet may recreaÈe Enas

a share in the vital vision of the past:

^1 -.i*'
craanJ-ng
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Think, listener, Èhat I had the truck to stand'
Awhile ago withín a flowery land,
Fair beyond words; that thence I brought away
Some blossoms that before my footsteps lay,
NoÈ plucked by me, not over-fresh or bright;
YeÈ, since they minded me of that delight,
Within the pages of this book ï laid
Their Èender petals, there in peace to fade.
Dry are they now, and void of all their scent
And lovel-y colour, Yet what once was meant
By these dull stains, some men may yet descry
As dead upon Èhe quiverÍng leaves they 1ie

(rrr, p- 8r).

While Morris refers Èo his mediaeval characters as "hol1ow puppets",
he invites the reader to imagine tlrese characters to life

lend vitality

and thereby

to hi's dream of the past; he urges his readers to

submerge their contemporaneity in order to come to the work in complete

receptivity.

And yet, as TheEarthlyParadise unfolds, it becomes

clear thaÈ Morris did not want the reader to forget the nineteenth
century so much as he wanted them to reconstruct it.

For example, the

reader cannot leave London, as tFre poeÈ recommends, until he can

reconstruct an image of mediaeval London; he must constantly replace the
present with a vision of th-e Past;
Forget six counties overhung with smoke,
Forget the snorting steam and piston stroke,
Forget the spreading of the hideous town;
think rattrer of the pack horse on the down,
And, dream of London, small, and white, and clean,
The clear Thames hordered by iÈs gardens green- .
I^rhile nigh the thronged wharf Geof frey Chaucer's pen
Moves over bills of lading--mid such times.
Shall dwell the holIow puppets of my rhtrrmes.
rTl*T
ñ
LrAf
, rC

?I
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And on many points the mediaeval myths invite comparison wiÈh. situations

of the modern day. Within Èhe context of the poem, the lrlanderers

and

the Ancients respond to several tales with contemplative comparison,

as

t0

in the discussion of kingship following the tale of "The Proud King":
The story done, for want of happier things,
Some men must even fal1 to talk of kings;.
Remembering what a glory and a gain

.

Their fathers deemed the death of kings to be.
And yet amidst it, some smiled doubtfully
For thinking how few men escape the yoke,
From this or that mants hand, and how most folk
Must needs be kings or slaves the while they 1ive,
And take from this man, and to that man give
Things hard enow. (III, p. 266).
ln this \,rork, Morris prods the ìmagination of his contemporariesr
encouraging them to shed their insensiÈivity and machine-like response

in order to enter the earthly paradise of the imagination.

Thus

sÈirred to thought, the reader discovers that. the ancient tales in
The Eardly Paradise comment upon presen.È reality.

Dreams

of an earthl,rz

paradise stimulate tlre creative imagination, which, increased in
potency through the exercise of art, may in Èurn produce a more creative
approach to life

in the present- The poem's "Apologly", in which the

poet promises to produce dream-like reverie born of historical
suggesÈs Morrisls belief that art proyides healthy escapism:
The heavy trouble, the bewildering care
That weights us down r,vho five and earn our bread,
T?rese id.le verses have no power to bear;
So 1et me sing of names remembered,
Because Èhey, livlng not, can nerer be dead,
Or long time take their memory quite away
From us poor singers of an empty day.
So with Èhis Earthly Paradise it is,
If ye will read arighl, and pardon me,
!,iho strive to build a shadowy isle of bliss
Midmost Èhe beating of the steely sea,
Where tossed about all hearts of men must be;

ravening monsters mighty'men shall slay,
Not the poor singer of an empty day

Whose
4111

*
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knowledge,
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fn "The Muse of the North", Morrisrs final attitude towards art is
encapsuled, as he identified

Èhe exact nature of his muse. While she is

northern and cold, she is also kind in her determination to revealman's fate without false promise: ',The soft lips trembling not,
though they have saíð. / The doom of Èhe world and those thaÈ dwe1l

therein" (IX, p. 116) - She pronounces that life
must die.

is hard and thaË man

But the poet, by studying the past, can discern a pattern

which connect.s human exÍstence through the ages, in the struggre to

endure- From the example of the past, Morris believed, nineÈeenthcentury man should take his ideal-; in the past, man lived more purely,
more sJmply, and more nobly;

I may have a part
In that great sorrow of thy childre¡ dead
That vexed the brow and bowed adown the head,
Whitened the hair, made life a wond.erous dream,
And death- the murmur of a restful dream,
But left no stain upon those souLs of thine
Whose greatness through the tangled world doth shine
(fx, p. 116)-..
Discussing the Nordic med.iaeval ta1e, Sigurd the Volsung, Morris praised

its special power, which he believed resurted. from the honestv
sinplicity

and

of both the poet and h-is story:
It see¡ns as though Èhe author-collector felt
the subject too much to trouble hjmself with
th-e nice.ties of art, and the result is somethinq which
is above aLl art; tlre sqene of the last
lntervìew betv¡een SiEurd and the despairing
and terrible Brynhild touches me more than
anything f have. ever met witl- in literature;
there is nothìng wanting in it, nothing
forgotten, nothing repeated, nothing overstrained;
all- tenderness is shov¡n without the use of a
tender word, a1l- misery and despair without a
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word of raving, cgmplete heauty without an
ornament, and al1 this in two pages of moderate
print. fn short it is to the full meaning of
the word insplred; touchîng too Èhough hardly

wonderful to think of the probable author; some
l-2 century Ïcelander, Iivìng Èhe hardest and
rudest of lives, seeing few people and pretty
much the same day after day, with his old
religion Èaken from fuim and his new one hardly
gained--ft doesn't look promising for the
future of art I fear-ro

In his own poetry, Morris wanted. to reproduce both the strength

and

simplicitY which were natural to NorÈhern mediaeval verse. For Morris,
the hest poet recognizes Èhe relationship between the past and the
present, able to understand. and idenlify with huge human sorrow in
order to accept the conditions of life
human

spirit;

and.

affirm the continui ty of the

thus he courted his rnuse: "for sure r

am enough alone

/

That thou thÌne arms about my heart should throvt. / And wrap me in the

grief of long ago" (TX, p- 116) " The continuity of the human spirit,

to

which Morris believed the fuistory of art attests, affirmed the meanins

of life for hjm; in a letter of 1876, he encouraged a despairing friend
to remember the Value of lìfe. by focusìng upon the continuity of both
earth. and

man:

I wish I could say someÈhi ng that wouLd serve
you, beyond what you kaow very well, that I love
you and long to help you: and ind.eed I entreat
you (however trite the vrords may be) to think
that llfe is not empty nor made for nothing,
and that the parts of it flt ìnto another in
some v/ay; and that the world goes on, beautiful
and strange and dreadful and worshipful. . .I7
fn "The Muse of the North", Morris makes his appeal to a muse

who

represents the principles of earttr and natural order because he believed

8l
man had

a place in this order.

He drew strengÈh from

the patterned

permanence of its recurrent cycles, believing that man must understand

the beauty of earth and his rel-ationship to it if he is to l-ive
successfully.

Hence

he feared. sophisticated civilization,

the majority of men lived in crowded cities,

in which

cut off from daily

confrontation wìth the world of nature:
in all that has to do with beauty the invention
and ingenuity of man will have Èo come to a
dead stop; and all the while Nature will go on
with her eternal recurrence of lovely changes-spring, summer, autumn, and winter; sunshine,
rain., and snowi storm and. fair weather; dawn,
noon and sunset; day and night=-ever bearing
witness against man that he has deliberately
chosen ugliness instead. of beauty, and to live
where he is strongest amidst squalor or blank
emptiness. (xxII, pp. 10-111.
Many

fine arts.

of Morris's design principles reflect his aesthetic ín the
For Morris "the arts all hang together" (XXIf, p. 2I);

both the fine and the l-esser arts engage the skill
imagination of the artist.

and creative

As we have already seen, Morris's poetry

refers to the past rather than to the presentr often mythic rather
than realistic;

truth.

it refers to a tradition of non-rational, intuitive

Similarly, Morris believed that design should refer Èo a ler¡e1

of meaning beyond itself,

as ceral-d. Crow describes:

Design, he said, must fill the eye and satisfy
the mind. It must, Èherefore, be understandable,
È,hough not immediately, sp as to interest Èhe
mind. Accordingly it must have a kind of
intricaÈe mystery¿ and tq be comprehensible it
must follow hard on already familiar material.
He concelved of beauty in art as a constanÈ
principle, inÈimately copnected with unchanging
naEural beauty.fS
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Morrís defined the best designs as both beautiful and imaginatÍve,
reconrnending that the artist

achieve these effects by imposing order

patterned. form upon images from nature; following this practice, the

artist

is able to render new beauty to a well-known subject:
I have to say of it [order], that without iÈ
neither the beauty nor the imagination could
be made visible; it is tt¡-e bond of their
life, and as good as creates them, iS'ttrey
are to be of any use to the people in general.
I have already said something of the way in
which it deals with the materials which
naÈure gives it, and how, as it were, it both
builds a wall against vagueness and opens a
door therein for imaginaÈion to come in by.
Now, this is done by means of treatment which
is called, as one may say Èechnica1ly, the
conventionalizing of nature. That is to say,
order invenÈs beautiful and. natural forms, which,
appealing to a reasonable and imaginative person,
will remind him not only of the part of nature
which, Èo his mind aË least, they represent,
but also of much which lies beyond that part.
I have already hinted at some reasons for
this treatment of natural objects. You canrt
bring a whole countrysid.e, or a whole field,
into your room, nor even a whole bush-l9

Nature, then, is the familiar element upon which the designer allows
his imagination to p1ay, finally

irnposing a new order on it to create

his particufar design- Design and poetry are al-ike for Morris in that
they both attempÈ to glve new expression or form to ideas or ¡naterials
already understood; both arts work with materials that are first

the

properÈy of the peopleAnd as we have seen, Morris's literary

work often appears

e$capist while at the same time encouraging acÈÍon by its implications;

in this chapter, discussion of The Earthl-y Paradise particularly

has
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focussed on this point.

t¡r-is

In design, Morris vras concerned to achieve

same balance between energy and

stasis.

In the main, he bel-ieved.

that design should convey a sense of peaceful repose, but at the

same

time he wanted design to excite imaginaÈive response. Perceived. as
whole, Èhe design appea-rs ffat,

a

but on closer inspection, Morris

thought, a relief pattern should come into play.

Ray Watkinson explains

that as Morris's understanding of design increased, so did

he

accentuate lines of accent and stress, emphasizing the rel-ief:

Íf, then, when he first began as a designer,
Morris showed a vTarmer feeling for natural
forms than was fashionable, it did not mean
that he falled to understand that construction
also played a part in what he regarded' as the
imaginative life of the pattern. From the very
beglnning he strows an instinct for appropriate
form, making his paÈte¡¡ cover the whole field,
not compelling the eye to d.well- on each unit'
but persuading us to \¡¡ander from repeat to
repeat wìtÌr-out ind.icating too forcibly on the
formal grid. Later, when much experience had
brought him a ful-ler intel-l-ectuaL understanding
of the processes of patÈern making, he recognized
that Èhe masking of the repeat míght rob us of
some of the visual stimulus we should get from
a pattern. What aÈ first he did inÈuitively, he
later came to modify; tlrere are designs in
which the repeat is allowed to asserÈ itself
strongly; and it is in those patterns most
affected by his study of hÌstoric woven patterns.20
For Morris, th-e quality of repose
same

Was

essential to design, but at the

tj:ne it was necessaly to add the Sense of play and

movement.

Just as Morris admired th,e content of mediaeVal literature'
believing it Èo embody the coiqnunal thought of a healthy culture'

so

did he admire med,iaeval handicrafts, as the product of the people-'s
daily labour.

In his own life Morris pursued daily creative labour,

attempting to recreate a mediaeval approach to l-ife.

From an early age,

ó4

he began to atËain an understanding of alL art forms: in his youth, he

wrote poetry, studied architecture and began painting; from 1859,
he drew his first

when

designs for the furniture of Red House, his interest

in the lesser handicraft arts began to grow. Although he endeavoured
to master the skil}s of

each-

art, returning to drawing in 1873 only

because he wanted to perfect his execution of the human figure, he

never dedicated himseff Èo the sÈudy of one arÈ in particular.

art, forMorris,

was activity,

a way of life.

RaÈher,

He sought a connection

between his work in the fine. arts, his poetry, and his acÈivities Ín

the lesser arts:
If a chap can't compose an epíc poem while he's
weaving tapesÈry, he had better shut up, he'1l
never do anY good at aI]- ..tr

Further statements reiterate Morris's determination to minimize the
;,
dasËl-ncEron Þerween fuls work in the fine and fesser arts¡ "I am withal

in the thick of poeÈry, blue-vats,

and business"'22 and¡

f reatly don't thr-ink anything lin reference to
poetryl I have done (when I consider íÈ as r
should another man's work) of any value except
to myself; except as sfþwing my sympathy with
history and the like' Poetry goes with the
hand-arts I think, and like them has nov¡ become
unreal: the arts have got to d'ie, what is left
of tlrem, before they can be born again. You
know my views on the matter; f appl-y them to
myself as r^¡ell as others. This would not, I
admit, Prevent ny writing poetry an)¡more than it
prevenÈs my doìng my pattern trrork, because Èhe mere
personal pleasure of it urges one to the work; but
it prevents my lqoking at it as a sacred' duty, and
the grief aforesai'd. is too strong and disquieting
to be overcome by a mere inclination to do what r
know is unimportant work..23
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Caught in the nineteenth cenÈury, Morris realized that his ability

recreate the spirit

of rnediaeval art was consequently limited.

was like the mediaeval artist,

creative activities
mediaeval artist

While

insofar as his poetry was rooted in

of his daily 1ife, he was finally

to
he

th.e

unlike the

because his socieÈy did not partake in these activities

with him. His art could not represent a 1ìving bdy, buÈ raÈher had to
take its main impetus from a culture that was historically

dead. Thus,

Morris feared the eventual death of art, as the role of the nineteenthcentury artist was to create for a society that no longer understood
the principle of creativity.
MorrÍs, as artist,

rejected the standards of nineteenth-century

society and attempted instead to live the life of a mediaeval. His art
grew out of this world.

But because he feared the effect of his qnaiot-rz

on art, he never retreated from contemporary life;
himsel-f consistently to the topic of social reform.

instead, he addressed
Relentlessly.

he

objecÈed to a socÌety wherein the majority of men were forced to l-ead

ugly and futile

llves-

IIis goal was to increase the quality of 1ife,

in order to revÍtal ize tlre wkrole culture;
Unless something or oÈher is done to give all
men some pleasure for the eyes and rest for
the mind in the aspect of their own and. their
neighbours.r houses, untìl the contrast is less
disgraceful betrveen the fields where beasts
llve and Èhe streets wlrere men live., I suppose
that the practice of the arts must be mainly
kept in the hands of a fev¡ highly cultivated
men, r¡¡ho can go often to beautíful places,
whose educaÈìon enables them, in the
contemplatíon of th-e past glories of the. world,
to strut out from their view the everyday
squalors that the most of men move in. Sirs,
I believe that art has such slzmpathl¡ with
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cheerful freedom, open-hearted.ness and reality,
so much she sickens under selfishness and
luxurlz , that she wi.ll not live thus isolated
and excfusive- I will go further than thÌs and
say that on such terms I do not wish her to
. I do not want art for a fevr, any more
live.
for a few, or freedom for a feh/-,
education
than
pp,
25-26).
[xxII,
The exafnple of Morrisrs own life

affirmed his contention that the life

process and, ttre creative process could unfold as one- In juxtaposition

to

Èh.e

Life. of the masses, l"lorris's 1ife, active, creative

and

purposeful, exemplifies his understanding of the terrible disparity
between "How lve live and how we miqht live"

(XXIII, p. 3).

CHAPTER FOUR

Dante Gabriel- Rossetti and Wilfiam Morris:

Contrasting Definitions of the Role
of the Artist and the PurPose of Art

fn the first

chapter of this thesis, the close relationship thaÈ

Rossetti and l"lorris shared between 1856 and 1871 rvas studied' to
determine the degree to which they agreed about the role of the artist
and the purpose of art.

While Rossetti was responsibLe for encouraging

Morris to pursue painting, which led to their joint involvement in
several- artistic

projects, their individual statements about art

indicate basic ideotogical differences between the two. For Rossetti.
the artist

stands apart from other men by virtue of his special

vision; consequently, it is the artist's

duty to reveal the relation-

ship of man to the divine in his art, which thereby suggests man's
immortality.

For Morris, by contrast, the fine arts are valuable

they express truths that are constant about the human condition
earth, allowing the recognition of an historical

continuity.

as

and

But more

important for Morris are the lesser arts, which allow the enrichment
of the quality of tife,

as a man receives pleasure from his labour,

while at the same time constïucting useful and attractive products.
I{hile Morris believed. that art concerns the
affairs directly,

common man

and mundane

the fine arts revealing a pattern of continuity

within the temporal reafm, Rossetti believed that the artist
87

shoul-d
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cofirmune

with a realm beyond, divine and eternal-

The second and third chapters focussed upon the work of RossetÈí
and Morris respeetively, to discover further evidence of their views

about art.

Rossetti's art is subjective and introspective, often

combining elements of the ethereal and the earthly, in keeping with his

belief that the besÈ artist

is inspired by God and therefore addressed

The whole of his art, wheth.er poetry or painting,

divine subjects.

joy

attempts Èo balance opposites together in harmonious relationship:

with sorrow, life with death, physical with spiritual,
On one

eternal.

leveL each work slzmbolically re-enacts the artist's

experience with divine inspiration,
conmunes

temporal with

the single earthly moment when

man

directty with God, in perfect harmony. By contrast, Morris's

work in the fine arts concentrates on man's experience with life

earth, as it eqsuïêd in a mythologized mediaeval past.

Morris

and
was

intrigued by the Middle Ages because he respected the integration
between society and. art which he perceived to exist at that time.
Hence, he believed that the mediaevals were able to create the most

viÈal art, as it was always representative of the whole people. In
his work, he reinterpreted mediaeval mythotogy to bring that l-iterature
to new life in the nineteenth century, hoping that the basic truths
contained. in this art might still- appeal to contemporary man despite

the changes which. had occurred between the ages to alter radically both
society and the quality of individual life.

Morris bel-ieved that his

contemporary society could sti1l recognize the basic continuity of
human thought and
When

asPiration.

the two artists,

Rossetti and Morris, are compared directly,
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it becomes clear that the former believed the purpose of art was to
define man's immortal nature and his future state of being, while the
latter was more concerned to d.efine man's life on earth and establish

a

pattern of continuity within the temporal realm. Because Rossetti
held that the artist

shouÌd prod.uce visions inspired by divine insight,

it followed for him that great art could be produced in any ager by his
argument, the quatity of a work is wholly conÈingent upon the I'soul" of

the artist.

And because the artist's

real inspíration comes from the

eternal realm, his immediate social milieu is of peripheral importance
Èo his work- To the contrary, Morris held that the condition of the

artist's

society dictates the type of work that he is abl-e to create.

i{hile Rossetti awaited divine inspiration,
"Muse

Morris chose to court the

of the North", the basic principle of earth and nature. His

work addressed the concepÈ of day-to-day existence on an earth

whose

only guarantee of stabil-ity and recurrence is found in natural
cyclicality.

Inlhile Rossetti's art promised personal immortality,

Morris's art merely posited the conÈinuity of earth and of the

human

spirit.
These d.ifferences in opinion existed for Rossetti and Morris

throughout their careers. As Mackail observes, Morris had a

secl-uded.

country upbringing, which developed his love for nature at an early age:
"There trlorris, rannbling with his brothers on foot or on Shetland ponies

through Èhe forest, formed his intense love of nature and his keen eye

for all sorts of woodland life."1

Later, this love for the natural

world prompèed his move to Kel-mscott and his excursions to Iceland.,
country where the powerful principles of earth., the landscape and

a

Èhe
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climate, were unconquerable. fn "Motifs from Nature In Morrists Design
Work", K. B. Val-entine underlines Morris's passionate admission of his

love for earth:
An anecedote related by Mackail reveals Morris'

embracement of nature. T\¡¡o years before his
death, when he was walking with friends near
Kelmscott Manor, he stopped to rest in Èhe middle
of the dirt road with his legs straignt out in
front of þim. "r shall sit on the world", he
declared.-¿

As this article

states in thesis, Mori:is expressed his appreciation for

the natural world in his designs, each of which focuses on

themes

from nature.
By contrastf Rossetti felt no affinity

with the natural worl-d.

As

we have seen in Chapter Two, Lre interpreted the Pre-Raphaelite maxim of

"truth. to nature" in the expressive rather than in the mimetic sense,
thereby ignoring the reality of the external world and concentrating
instead upon the subjective vision.

Rossetti's country excursions

Èo

Kelmscott and later to Penkill Castle with William Bell Scott were
inÈended as recuperative therapy rather than voluntary retreat.

At

Penkill Castle, a single encounter with nature excited his j-nterest,
when he believed he recognized a spirit

from the beyond in the form of

a close flying bird;J as this incident suggests, supernatural rather
Èhan naÈura1 phenomena were

important to Rossetti-

fascination with occult interests

If anything, his

became more pronounced

in his

later life.
Both Rossetti and Morris understood the necessity of skillful
technique and. execution in a work of art.

In "ÌIand and. Soul-r" Rossetti

9t
stated that technical perfection is the foundation which underlies
Chíaro's ultimate artistic

ascendency, although fina11y, of course,

Chiaro creates a master work by trusting Èhe visions of his "soul".

in art, but

Morris is like RosseÈti in stressing the need for skill
discarding Rossetti's belief in soufful inspiration,

hecantended that

the artist must place ultimate trust in his own mind; thus, he encouraged
"for r have no doubÈ you wilt do better things.

a young writer:

.if

you look at matters steadily and. seriously, and do nothing but what you

like very

much.

yourself, finally

you are the best judge of what you are

A

likely to turn out.t'= As Morris emphasizes in "The Aims of ATt", the
should always attempt to address the general aims of art, viewing

artist

his work within a larger historical- context, rather than losing himself
in an autonomous project.
artistic

From his point of view, the act of

creation requires that the artist

guidance, an approach antithetical

apply to his inÈellect for

to Rossetti's, which criticized

the

artist who "wouldst say coldly to the mind what God has said to the
heart warmly" ("Hand and Soul", P. 554).
As their definitions

of the role of the artist

art differed, so Èoo d.id Rossetti and Morris differ

and the purpose of

in their approach

to the creative prccess. RosseÈti believed that the content of

a

work should be inspired, and that its execulion should be perfect.

In the case of his own work, he tavished painstaking attention upon
satisfied with the tecLrrical aspects. As Rossetti
said of himself, artistic creativity was an ordeal: I'f lie on the

it, never finally

couch, the wracked and. tortured mediranfnever permitted an instantrs
q

surcease of agony until

the *r-i1 on hand is finìshed.. "-

He held on to

Y¿

paintìngs for years on end, attempting to attain perfectíon, and
was just as careful about his literary

his publications indicates.

he

works, as the limited volume of

Writing to Jane Morris, Rossetti admitted

his fanatic concern to produce a perfect work, noting that Morris
would. find this approach to art belaboured:

I have been working on what may be call_ed the
flea-bite principle, hor,vever, at my poetry
going through Èhe press, and I find that
correction, when one suffers from the vain
longings of perfectability, is an endless task,-And Topsy will I fear look with utter scorn on
this fidgety frettingoverold ground. He is
in the right for himself, I know; but f have
nothíng of his abundance in production; and to
attain confidence first in the plan of any work,
however smal-l, and afterwards to aim at rend.ering
it faultless by repeated condensation and
revision, is the only system that gives me a
chance. I have done a very great deal lately to
bring these little things into a state which may
lead one to hope they deserve all the extension
of such life as is in them. Thus Èheir getting
finally printed off is prolonged from week
to week.6
Morris, of course, v/as admired by his peers for Èhe ease of his
creative geniusr May Morris describes the constant. rate of her father's
artistic

production:

over it or nurse it;

"lfork finished was done with:

he did not linqer

the work before him aÈ the moment was the thino

that lived and mattered."T Even as a young man, Morris parried the
praise that his poetry excited among friends, Rossetti and Burne-Jones
in particular,

by citing its simplicity:

"Well,- if this is poetry, it

o

is very easy to writei.""

This does not mean that Morris undervalued fine artistic

crafts-

manship- Rather, he believed that it was something that could

be

Y.5

acquired ttrrough careful study and. practice.
composed

to meet the strict

His poetry was often

requirements of difficult

verse forms,

and, as noted in Chapter Three, he returned. to painÈing to perfect his
execution of the human form; in fact, he was so exacting about craft

in the lesser arts that in one instance he was prepared. to abandon the
use of textiles

if he could not d.iscover the proper dyes: rrI

am deeply

i-mpressed with the importance of our having all our dyes the soundest

and the best that can be, and am prepared. to give up all that part of
o

if I fail in getting them so.',-

my business which depends on

textiles

Mackail speculates that

Morris objected to in the fine arts

whaÈ

the tendency of certain artists to spend undue time

and. energy

was

on

a

sinqle
creative project, because he hel-d that all tabour should be
I
dir]cted towards a useful qoal:
But easel-pictures seem, as a rule, to have
given him the uneasy feeling of decoration
disproportinate in labour and fiinish to its
decorative object.
.. .He was quite saÈisfied
with the simple and almost abstract types
of expression thaÈ can be produced in tapestry;
and he thought thaÈ the dramatic and emotional
interest of a picture oughÈ to be diffused
throughout it as equally as possíble. Such
too was his own practice in Ëhe cognate art of
poetry¡ and this is one reason why his poeÈry
afford.s so few memorable single lines, and.
Iends itself so little to suotation. l0
Several comments by Morris about his ow¡ work in the fine arts

indicate that he bel-ieved it needed justification;
that his literary

he '¡ras concerned

endeavours should not be thought the product of

Iuxurious indolence:

q^

Poetry goes with the hand-arts I think.
You know my views on the matter; I apply
them to myself as well as to others. This
would not, I admit, prevent my writing poetry
any more than it prevents my doing my pattern
work, because.the mere personal pleasure of

it urges one to the work; but it prevents my
looking at it as a sacred. duty, and the griãf
aforesaid is too strong and disquieting to be
overcome by a mere inclinafion to do what I
know is unim¡lorÈant work-rj

As well as emphasizing the natural ease with which his poetry
flowed,

then, Morris also suggrested that it provided him with a necessarv
creative outLet; by this explanation, Morris established that his

work,

at very least, was usefur to himself, even.íf it hacl no sicrnìfig¿¡¿
effect on the people. But Morris always endeavoured to generate
imaginative appeal in tris work, hoping that the people courd identify
with it. Biographical evidence indicates that he was pleased when
his
art met with popular approval . Peteï Faul-knerrs ,,ïntroduction" to
The crìtical

Heritage sugigests that while Morris courd ignore the
response of his critics, he was deeply affected by the response
of
the people:
lin the early IgTOrs] It was not that the
reviewers had turned against Morrisrs poetry,
but that the general_ reading public, which
had been so delighÈed by Jason and The
Earthly paradise, remainã-ãdiffeiãnt.
For a man with Morrisrs belief in the proper
usefulness of art (and his conviction of the
value of the Nordic myths) this indifference
was deeply disturbing- He was not the kind
of writer to be sustained by the confidence
of a clique, and he now developed. his
activitÌes in directions which led. him awav
from poetry.12

Since Morris believed that art should be a joy to both the maker and. the

user, it follows that he wished his own art to fulfill

both these

criteria.
As opposed to Morris, RosseÈti believed Èhat the best artist
appealed to the souls of his fellow artists.

As the narrative frame of

"Hand and Soul" suggests, only sensitive perception allows one to

understand the fulI value of a work. In an essay on William Blake,
he described what constitutes the artistrs

important audience:

while any who can here find anything to love
will be the poet-painter's welcome guests,
still such a feast is spread first of all for
those who can know at a glance that it is
theirs and was meant for them; who can meet
their host's eye with s1'rnpathy and recognition,
even when he offers them the nevr strange fruiÈs
grown for himself in far-off gardens where he
has dwelt alone, or pours for them the wines
he has learned to love in lands where they
never travelled ("Wifliam Blake", p. 595).
Yet despite his elitist
own work l^¡as

contentions, Rossetti was despondent when his

poorly received by the critical- and popular aud.ience. In

"The StealÈhy School of Criticism",
Buchanan's critical-

Rossetti attempted to redress

assault on his publication of 1870, Poems; this

particular volume marked Rossetti's firsÈ literary

publication in book

form and the precautionary measures surrounding the event suggest the

extent to which he feared critical

rebuff-

Of course the opposition between Rossettits and Morrists views
about the purpose of art and the role, of the artisù is not absolute,

and

statements by each relieve, superficially,

certain poJ-nts of

d.ifference- For example, while Morris discl-aimed the idea of artistic

qA

inspiration--"ThaÈ talk of inspiration is sheer nonsense. . .r may tel_L
you flat, there is no suchthing-"--he still borrowed thj-s exact phrase
to describe his favorite work, sigurd the voLsung.l3 But the source of
the inspiration to which Morris referred is earthly, not emanating, like
Rossettils, from a higher order. And neither were the humanitari_an
concerns which motivated Morris completely alien to Rossetti, though

his subjective absorption tended. to nitigate their immediacy. several
of his poems

comment on

political

events, and the poem ',Jenny" and the

painting "Found" both address the social issue of female exploitation
in Victorian society, albeit in a sentimental vein as Lionel Stevenson
points out: "Rossetti remains more concerned. with emotion than with
1Á

ideology- "*= similarly,

of Rossetti's politícal

vtilliam Michael Rossetti qual-ifies his estimate
consciousness:

brother had some feeling for political ideal_s
and great movemenÈs, but none, except one of
annoyance and disdain, for noise and bLuster. It
may well be that he did not always correctly
appreciate lbe distinction between the noise and.
the ideals.15
My

It is fair to conclud.e, then, that while both Rossetti and Morris
shared a feering of devotíon to art, their opinions about the purpose

of art and. Èhe role of the artist were never in c]ose correspondence.
rn fact, they disagreed even about the simple definition of art itsel_f.
For Rossetti, art appeared in the two mediums of painting and literature,
created by men whose inspired vision set them apart from the dull

masses. For Morrisr ârt $ras an activity

as wel_l as a product, at its

best when closely interwoven with life.

The scope of the differences

between Rossetti and Morris in their beliefs about the role of the

artist and the purpose of art is besÈ summarized by I^lilliam E.
analogy:

Rossetti wanted a clean, well-IighÈed place
for hímself and his friends; Morris sought
to make it of the world.l6
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